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STEER RESOURCES THROUGH KITIMAT, TERRACE 
Regional district asks for reason abo,,e politics 
By DAVID RICHARDSON 
Herald.Associate Editor 
Political prejudice and 
hostility more than sensible 
planning have determined 
nor thern  ra i lway  
development, the Royal 
Commission hearing into 
British Columbia Railway 
was told yesterday. 
Represent ing  the  
Regional District of 
Kitimat-Stikine, . 
Admin is t rator  John 
Pousette told the 
commission that a 'rail 
corridor from Terrace to' 
Dawson City, Yukon, 
That government had a would run west of the 
whole new policy with o rg ina l ly  p roposed  
regard to reaourees and extension from Sustut 
since then there has been straight north to Dense 
Lake. another change of 
government, "said the , The region's proposal 
regional administrator, would bring the rail-line 
In its submission, the through areas of "existing 
regional district argued for reserves of mineral and 
a track running north from forestry potential rather 
Terrace through Meziadin than serve simply as a mode 
Lake, up the Nasa River, run between two or more 
paral lel  to the Stewart- points." 
Cassiar l-ligh~'ay as far as . The extension of presently 
Eddontenajon Lake to existing track "from Prince 
I)ease Lake. George to Sustut directly 
• This northern extension north to Dease Lake would 
would join existing BCR t raverse  " impor tant  
track at Sustut Junction and wildlife habitat," the region 
argued and is designed 
primarily to serve the 
Yukon and Alaska, not 
British Columbia. 
"The railway is being 
constucted without regard 
for the resources it is 
supposed to develop," said 
Pousette. 
. I f  the rail network in the 
north is to be a "viable 
entity in future years," the 
brief stated, " i t  is 
imperative that the railway 
should service the areas of 
highest resource potential 
and be developed with a 
particular view to future 
extension into the Yukon." 
Pousette quoted statistics 
from a report written by' 
Jean Paul Drolet in 1976 for 
the federal Department of 
Mines and Resources, which 
indicated a number of 
mineral deposits which 
would be served by a raft 
link north from Kit,mat. 
The figures howed ayield 
of 697,000 tons of copper per 
year could be expected to 
move down the Terrace 
Dease Lake corridor and 
that enough lead is available 
to warrant a smelter in the 
northwest. The Kit,mat 
Valley was singled out as an 
ideal location for such a 
smelter. 
In addition, a railway 
from Terrace would open up 
the forest industry to the 
north, "make possible 
future sawmill locations...as 
well as facilitate the 
shipment of lumber and 
chips to existing markets 
and customers." 
KNIGHT IN ARMOR " 
recommended by Hedlin 
and ~enzies Associates in 
1969, "met with "hostility" 
from then premier W. A. C. 
C. Bennett. • 
The.government of the 
day pre/erred to extend the 
provipcially subsidized rail 
llne north from Prince 
George,, said "Pousette, 
because it was 
"sentimental" about  BL~ 
,~.,ater eport, ny ~. .  
Reed and Associates,. he 
continued, was being 
prepared when the New 
Democratic Party was 
elected in 1972 and the result 
was yetanother study. 
My kingdom: 
r a ? fo 
"Some people Save me v~skra~g¢ l~as  
they went by," said Mike Sniythe. TM 
Why? 
He was only standing on the'comer of h ighway '  
16 and Kenney, hitch-hiking. ~: ,~:" 
Wearing a suit of armor. •, " 
Oh, and carrying a sword t l~t he had forsreed 
the blade for. i~:~ 
"No one stopped to pick me ~.  N0o~e talked 
to me." 
Both the suit of armor and' the sword were 
made in a recta| work class at Ske~a Junior 
Secondary. Mike was asked t~'make part of the 
m/it for the p lay  chamber Music. 
When he decided to complete the outfit, his 
metalwork teacher "just • sbook his head." 
what  did the other kids in the class make this 
year? 
"Oh, they just made knives and stuff." 
Right. Nothing exciting. . 
The armor is made of aluminum, spray- 
painted gold. The sword blade (about five feet of 
it) is made of steel. ' • 
Mike keeps the armor on with pieces of s t r i~  
and wire. \ 
"A lot of my firenas aid I was nuts when I said 
I was wearing it home. I just did it for something, 
to do, to see if anyone would pick me up." ' 
His 'pasd is Mike Vandemeer of Terrace. 
He's lucky his armor didn't seize up with rust 
in the rain/ 
, I 
John Poesette 
The regional brief 
continues: "The Drolet 
tre~ort estimates that once 
e necessary  
transportation networks are 
established, the new mines 
alone could employ 4,500 
employees by 1990. Mineral 
processing plants could 
employ up to 2,500 with 
direct and indirect 
industrial employment 
related to mineral 
deve lopment  to ta l s  
approximately 14,000 
personnel to an annual 
payroll of .5 billion dollars 
with tertiary employment in 
the order of 28,050 jobs." 
Pousette concluded by' 
telling the commission there 
are 35,000 acres of industrial 
land available within, the 
regional district, but the 
catylist to development 
"will be the railway t i~,t 
serves that development. 
The region was supported 
in its proposal by the 
District of Terrace, and in 
part, by Prince Rupert 
Chamber of Commerce, the 
City of Prince Rupert and 
the Regional District of 
Skeena-Queen Charolette 
Islands. 
Terrace hasbeen "studied need to be taken off the 
to death" Alderman Vie hook," Jolliffe told the 
Jolliffe told the Royal commission. 
Commission enquiry into In its submission, the 
British Columbia Railway District of Terrace 
yesterday. • supported a regional district 
In presenting the district's plan for a rail route north 
brief to, the commission |rom the town through 
which met Monday ~, and,,,-.,~ezin,.d~.. Laka~~ .Dense 
Hotel, Jolliffe said studies Yukon. / 
and plans by-Canadian This route should be 
National Railway to_build a constructed by  Canadian 
railway north from Terrace National Railways rather 
• caused the town to "gear than BCR because it would 
up" for an increase in eventually cross national 
population. . ' boundarfes and perhaps 
Not only has the railway international borders if 
failed to become a reality, extended into Alaska, the 
but 4,000 people left the town brief argued. 
• when a Cancel mill closed in ' Jolliffe told the group that 
Prince Rupert. The town if the presently existing 
was left with expanded BCR line from Prince 
recreational facilities, a George to Sustut wore to be 
ho]~i.tal extension and a $3 extended to Deaee Lake, as 
minion debt, he explained, originally proposed, all the 
"We can't go on mineral resources north of 
mortgaging the future. We Terrace would be 
"cyphoned off and would go 
down through Prince 
George." 
Darrel Roberts, counsel 
for BCR reminded Jolliffe 
according to a federal- 
provincial agreement, . hat 
• a connecting spor Ime zrom 
Mmdadill ~ ~"ree~.~ ,.~i • 'f~t~]l"t"~ i/'~ f ~  
decides it's nece~'y." 
"Committees,"  said 
Jollitfe, "are a way Of 
getting things lest." . . 
When Robertspomr~,aou~ ~- 
this would be a committee 
composed of the two 
government bodies, Jo]liffe 
, replied: 




VICTORIA (CP) -- Gary 
Lauk (NDP--Vancouver 
OFFERS OLIVE BRANCHES TO QUEBEC Centre) asld Tuesday that the Social Credit 
Gard on ly give s half ap o I o gy fishPlannedmept'ovemmenthas b en to ta l lYcanner ies in  itsshutdow shandling nd of tWOa°fricethe 
., :, mill owned by Delta Food 
• i ' :~ Processors Ltd. 
VICTORIA , (CP) -- a party meeting earlier this problem, saidLevi, was that sayingit would be follyTrom In other matters, the Laul/said in a heated ex- 
AttorneyGeneral : Garde year. . . . .  /VlLAs didn't know which all points of view to divide legislature unanimously change with Premier Bill 
Gardom refused Tuesday to ' guise Gardom was in the country, backed a special all-party Bennett during question • . - He suggested then. that apolo~ze to the government n,~ ~, , , la  ,,1o,,o Tuesday. Gardomsaldheoriginally commit tee 's  rec -  period in the le~slaiure that 
of Quebec for a suggestion . .  ~ COMPOUNDED INSULT raised the issue not to be un- ommendation that Erma Delta asked four montha go • • equalization.payments to that ual|zation payments . . Bill King (NDP-- complimen~tary to quebec, Morriaon, of Frederlcton, be 
, ,~a  .,-,~,,, ,~, quebec in an interest- RevelstokeSlocan) said but foadvance his personal appointed the province's 
• . earning account pend the outcome of the Parh - - . m~ Gardom's. statements had opinion, flrst audito~,general. 
Quebeco is '  p lanned omcome ol a rexorenaum, only compounded the insult He said that the whole Her appointment now 
separation referendum. He said i the payments to Quebec by reasserting the policy of equalization awaits confirmation by Lt.- 
_ . . . . . .  • ~ .•; . ' should be held in a "save objectionable material, payments was one that GOV. Walter Owen. 
uaraom rosa me ~rmsn • Quebec from separation in his speech e called on needed overhauling, and Also on Tuesday, Stephen 
Columbia legislature in an ~,,,a,, ,,~Hi th,, ,,,,~o ,o Lovesque to immediately hacked his ~overnment's Rogers (SC--Vancouver 
impassioned speech in o'~'~'n]At~d . . . . . . . . . .  hold the referendum, thus stated oppositmn to them. South) introduced a private 
support of Canadian unity ----r ...... removing the spectre of 'Premier Bill Bennett has members bill calling for 
that he was sorry he " ApnLnr .y  DEMANDED separatlon hanging over the said he would like to see a compulsory  smoke 
offended his fellow blLAs "-n'~h~t'~. ,n C-~rdom'- heads of Quebecers and all negative income tax policy detection devices in all new 
with the suggestion, but that budgetary . . . . . . .  esttmates': . . . . . .  be an Canadians. instituted to replace residential buildings after 
he. would not apologize to Monda and opposition He defended federalism, equalization payments. Sept, 1, 1977, , 
Quebec, nor to Premier __ __ MIAs, ~ed by Liberal eader 
t~eae Levesque.. • Gordon Gibson, launched an 
"H my remarXs offended 
Mr. Levesque' and his 
separatists, I'd like to say to 
him and I'd like to say to 
them, his committed course 
of action offends the whole 
of this country," said the 
,attorney-general. " ,. I 
make no apology to Mr. Le- 
vesque whatsoever." 
Gardom made the speech 
following an onslaught of 
Opposition criticism Monday 
for remark s he made during 
Weather 
Yesterday's High: 14 Low: 
9 ' 
Today's Prediction: High: 
14 Low: 9 
Cloudy with a few showers. 
attack on Gardom for his 
suggestions, demanding an 
apology and retraction. 
Gardom, refusing to 
apologize to Levesque, said 
it was not his wish to offend By JULIET O'NEILL 
anyone else, and offered OTTAWA (CP) -- The 
"olive branches ... ,number of women in the 
mountains of them ... lowestranking, lowest- 
without qualifications" to paying jobs in the public 
all such offended, service is increasing despite 
government promises for 
The half-apology was not equa l  employment  
enough to satisfy the opportunities for both sexes, 
opposition. " the Advisory Council on the 
Gibson said an Olive Status .^.., of Women said in a 
branch was not enough, that r©~e~ Tuesday. immediate reaction 
i 
a complete withdrawal was from Marc Lalonde, 
wanted, minister esponsible for the Norm Levi (NDP-~ 
Vancouver Burrard) said status of women, was an 
Gardom was playing Dr. ,,appeal for patience. 
"You have to phase these 
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, saying things over time but it can 
one thing to his constituents 
and to Quebec and another be done," Lalonde told 
to ~the legislature, The 0nly council members when they 
questioned him about 
Women still receive less pay 
•hovernment policy during eir f urth annual meeting. 
The report, written by 
council vice=president 
Monica Townson, said 
nearly 79 per cent of ad- 
ministrative support Jobs in 
the public service were held 
by women in 1976, compared 
with 68 per cent in 1972. 
"The administrative 
support category remains 
the most glaring example of 
a job ghetto within the 
public service," the report 
said. 
Pub l i c  Serv ice  
Commission figures, which 
the council analysed, also 
show that while fewer 
women are earning less 
than $10,000 annually, more 
men are earning more than 
$10,000 a year. 
In 1976, about 41 per cent 
of the 94,013 women public 
servants were earning 
below $10,-000, an 
improvement over the 70 
~er cent in that wage 
r,aeket in the previous 
year. 
SHOWS INCREASE 
However, the 'number of 
men earning more than 
St0,000 increased in 19761to 
~p er cent from 73 per cent 1975. In 1976 there were 
189,147 men publ/c servants. 
Ms. Townson said one Of 
the most striking pieces of 
evidence of discrimination 
in employment opportunity 
lies in the fact that 
"although women constitute 
50 perncent of the Canadian 
population, only 332 ~ p~r  
cent of public service 
employees are women." 
She demanded the 
government give sexual 
equality at least the same 
priority it has given the 
language quality in hiring 
practices. 
However, Ms, Townson 
said in an interview the 
government should not 
regard women as a minority 
group. She simply wanted to 
point out that francol~one 
equality has pregress~l "in 
a remarkably short period 
of time."" 
DESPITE PROMISES 
for help and received no 
assistance. 
Lauk called the 
government inept after 
Bennett announced that he 
has instructed Economic 
Development Minister Don' 
Phillips to "immediately 
investigate he closure" and 
bring back a report to him 
today. 
The NDP MLA said such 




TERRACE WANTS ACTION 
• | '  
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A T BCR HEARINGS,  i " " , , . .  
Commissioners' work h'as just "be,gun -., 
By ANDREWPETTER The Royal Commission speciflc research is likely to perpesals to establish a "we are not erltical of that." ' roya l  commiss ions  forsaw, some indicationol 
Herald staff writer inquirLug mto the British be ut~dertaken• separate crowncurporati0n Asked if he was surprised assurances m aavance, 
Columbia Railway (BCR) He estimated that the for capital expenditures on, by the move, the fudge McKenziepointed out• his thinking was evident 
It is somewhat intlmldating to ask a lowly reporter has been holding public research phase of the the system and the recently smiled and said he could not He said that the inqu.iry's during the interview, ~... 
such as myself to interview a Justice of the B.C. hearings for more than six inquiry should last until the signed Northwest Rail remember influence woula nepena on Ask~ about he tmancmz 
Supreme Court. weeks, but the job of its end o f  the year. Agreement. McKenzie said that the "hew useful the report of tbe future of the railway, 
But, contrary to my apprehensions, the Honorable chairman, the Honorable In the fall, while the One ares of study will not commission, is seeking royal commission, is, how McKenzie responded: : "A lot of the evidence we Mr. Justice Lloyd George McKenzie; chairman of the Mr. Justice Lloyd George research p~ase is have to wait until 1978 for a further information into tl~. compemng t it,, is, now have received goes to the 
Royal Commission inquiring into the B.C. Railway McKenzie, and the two other underway, the commission "recommendation. current financial situation persuasive i is. 
turned out to be a most hospitable chap. commissioners has just will hear a more detailed During the hearings in of the railway. . Asked ff the commission pointsegmentsthatof e' diferentrallWay 
. A frlendly man with white hair and a round, ruddy begun, presentation from the BCR Sqnamish, the.commissio_n "We are asking the  would s imply . lay o.ut should be con,sidered in 
face, he shook my hand, ushered me into his room, In an exclusive interview "concerning the vital issues 
offered me a seat andtold me toflre away• with the Herald, McKanzie as~ey see them." ' requested a special study railway to separate out its azternauves tar , me into the Railwest plant and numbers on i t s  passeuger gove.mment or would take .dff,,ferent lights. ; '  
I did. saidthat although the public znen, in 1978, the decided it' would probably operation, on its piggy-back an aovocacy po#ztion as m Part of it is a pioneer, 
The ensuing interview gave a tremendous insight hearings will be completed commission's own staff will issue an interim report on o°~efo~est products, grain inqu__irY, McKenzie said, "I northern extensions are~ of into the massive Job whlch Ilos before the commlsston next week, he does not bess  a consequence of the facility• o ration,on the movement the ease Of the merger developmantel'railway-the 
nroducts: and cattle would think that the report that nature - and 'the and also, perhaps, an inkling as to what the Judge's expect the final report o be material submitted in a The study was presented " "~]-n to sea-rata'out the that comes from us will be argument runs that it is not 
own views are thus far into the inquiry• ready until early in 1978. public way," McKenzie 
McKenzie explained that emI~hasized. "Their last Friday and McKenzie . . . .  , -  ,, sensible to hope that they says the interim report will profit and loss on the pert advocay. 
this "first phase" of the eviuence can be cross be submitted to the operation of the Fort Nelson We . .  Will n~nawge can,,On peythef°rother~hemselves'''ihand, the 
commission's work has examined and searched and provincial cabinet "right extension, the Douse .Lage r~...ommenuauons a developed, mature parts'~[~ 
provided an opportunity for checked and evaluated the away." .. extension..." and other wu! m axe some 
sections recommennations w im the line " t~ ~ee c:r sot~ai~uu~ 
rmterven°rSa i 1 w a y " uSUChs e r saS, evideneeSame waYis.,,everybody else's areas,Regarding'Mackenziethesaid°merthe ,,w,, ~,'~,~ mkln,~ them for' greater  fervor than we from Pri c rg 
municipalities, chambers of He said there was also a commission will make a more~de"tail~-'~me areas make others, and. in.that arid probably up to Fort 
commerce and other possibility witnesses would recommendation "as to than they  have so fa r  waywe~eauvancmg, , an Saint John and Dawson 
interested groups- to make be called infront of the whether or not the Fort produced themselves," he a.ov...o~,~s wa.~, a eermm Creek and MacKenzie - should pay:..their own way,'~! 
their opinions known, commission to present Nelson line can exist as an stated. - ' mssis, ne sma. 
He said that the expert testimony on' economic branch of the The question of political The judge hlso "There has been a gos~ 
commission also has heard particular facts railroad, having regard for interference with the emphasized there are three deal of argument presented 
"a detailed overview" from The commission's terms all the physical difficulties r a i 1 w a y i s a n co~missioners of differing by the railway that the debt 
the BCR. of reference are extremely mat lie m the way of its "inescapable•:.part of the backgrounds. . .. s~ructure.!:ef the railway 
"What we have heard is broad, but MeKenzie stated successful operation. . nar rat ive"  - McKenzie "We are a compesitionm should be'i.~organized soas 
going to give us guidance that "the thing divides itself ""There w~sevide~ce that acknowledged, "but we are ~ m_ob,'! he said. "We ~e sort to take th~iold debt which 
and help us decide what naturally into a number of they have to repair the line not here to write a histox 7 of of a jury in a sense, has been aCoumunlating for 
areas are deserving of areas." every time they put a train the role played by a variety He said that he and the 50 years'.~.~ more off the 
special research by our own . According to the judge , over it," he pointed out. of politicians, artier two members "have hack of the.:railway so thatit 
forces," he said. those areas are: the Fort A recommendation also ,~w~ a,~ ,,on~-,~,~ th  had no problems o far" in can function in terms of 
The commission members Nelson line, the Dense Lake will be made whether the the :clt~ality of ~h~e'd~lsio'ns reaching decisions, turni]ng a profit on,,a lesser 
will spend July and August cx~usion p.roject, the Rail BCR line "should be ratherthant~personaiitias Howeverheeoncededthstff cavils[investment. 
digesting the material from west raflcar plant in extended according to the of the n~rsonn who made the serious deisa~reements took McKenzie: doseribed this 
the public hearings and Sqnamish, as well as the present plan to the terminus d~,i,i~'n~ " place, spec.if|c methods for as a proposal roger the BCR 
setting priorities for the general economic future of at Dense Lake." -'~Ic'I~e'n'zie has no' resolving them would have "off to a fresh start with its 
gathering of research and the railway. Although the Social Credit delusions of nower He to be worked out and debt load off its back." 
[urti|er evidence. Related issues include government recently halted knows the r~le nrevious 'minority reports' could Such a proposal would 
"We're all developing various plans for rail construction on the Dense Ro.val Commiseion~ have, reset.. . . . . .  ~ probably call for a new 
feelings (about those expansion, contentious BCR Lake extens~ion without an~have not, played in ~Alt~°ugn~...,,me.,,~u~ °go crowncorporatinntohandie! 
JUSTICE McKENZIE ~i priorities)," McKenzie said, contracts with companies consul.tin~ or advising the ,,,,.,,,~,a,~o,,~ m ,-~,,.,,.--,-." . . . . . . . .  '° ~,-~,,~, ,,, . . . .  -,m~,,-~ railway expension and other i 
' but be declined to state what such as MEL Paving, commiss|on, McKenziesald "Governments never give what recommendat-ions he new capitalprojects. i 
Miners want BCR decision, could":':b.e 
extension d,sastrous'..fo-r Rup'ert port 
.plea before the Royal that the Terrace route is By DAVID RICHARDSON Ki~hin{~ point.ed0ut. . responslbleforkeepingBCR eventually be exploited;!~in 
Herald Associate Editor it m cheaper, ne rates as low as they are. the northern end of i,the 
Commission enquiry into shorter. . . contended, to ship lumber "The council has had a province. • • 
British Columbia Railway "From the point of view of for the completition of the making copper mines in the To extend a rail line north from Vanderhoof to Prince great deal of influence for a Kitching countered  
from Sustut to Dasee Lake . George, then south to very lon~, time," he . however, that facilities 
railway from Sustut Dense Lake area more without lprovicling a direct _Vazi¢o.u.ver by tram ano !miggekted. would h&ve i!~'bullt ~Jat 
~tU~Uou to Dense Lake. economically viable and connectzon to the ebast :~.from~-van_couver oacx up to ' FIB ~added that in his Stewart wli~reas they 
' ~Peter M'at~t'hew, managing '- ~onsiderlr~g the fact that the would be "disastrous" for Pr ince ttupe.rt by water opinion the industry was already exist in Prince 
director of the 65-member constructzon of copper the Port of Prince RuPert, than ,to stop it tram tr~ug to "get something for Rupert. Kitimat he 
association, told the smelters in B.C. is not the Royal Commission Vanderhoof directly to 'nothing." described as "primarily a 
presently economic, the enquiry into British Princa Rupert. However, even ff BCR private port." 
commission, however, shorter route through Columbia Railways was told If BCR, a. provincially rates were made " I t  must be a viable 
mining companies will give Terrace would have seemed yesterday, su~idizea railway, were to competitive with CNR, only location or the private port 
wouldn't be located thei, e," 20 per. cent of the freight no guarantee that resources more logical," the brief Speaking 0n bshalf.of the increase i_~.rat..ss to ma~eh 
will be developed ff the stated. Prince Rupert Chamoer ox .mc~...of.t;Ntt, i  woma n~ traffic south from Prince henoted, but to develop itas 
tracks are laid. The association stressed Commerce, Robert Kitehing ~eamDle totransport ore an George to Vancouver would a rail terminal port would be 
"Perhaps if all taxes are that the building of the told the commiasion much of wood products from as far be  diverted to Prince to "dilute Prince Rupert 
removed from the mining railway would not the tremendous capital and east as prtne,, Rupert, he continued, traffic, making it hard to 
industry, the companies necessarily make the land investments made by Geerge to Prince Rupert for In its brief, read to the compete ..on the world 
might give such a exploitation of mineral the federal and provincial export to the Pacific Rim. commiesionbyKitching, the marKet."ii 
guarnatee," he quipped, deposits economical in the ROBERT KITCHING' governments in Prince' countries, Kitching argued., chamber, o f  commerce The prince Rupert 
Martin Taylor, counsel for immediate future. Rupert facilities will go to " He quoted statistics suggested that future Churner of Commerce 
• the commission told Askedby Taylor i f  it is Watson  qu i ts  - - , t , .  m.oe .Ooa, O.ra,... railway subsidies be proPosulwas supportedby 
Matthew the companies "feasible" to expect tunefully attractive to ship much as 50 per cent higher 'directed to the Shippers submissions from the ci~nf 
would have a long wait for railways to build routes "on resource products through than those of BCR because rather than to railways Prince Rupert and the 
tax exemption, hope," at a present cost of that port. of the government subsidy, themselves. Regional District of Skecim- 
"I think that will follow between $1.2 and $1.S million  [uu" v a-c e "The outcome of this His figures however were Railways in the north Queen Charolette Islands. 
shortlyaflercunversionto amfleMatthewrepiiedthat ~m'~MS__~__S~,~ hearing is incredibly disputed by VarrelRoberts seuldoperatein~.uchaway ' The Royal Commiaslon is 
Islam," he retorted, the extension would prove important o the future of couas~l for the provincial as to recover meir costs expected to report its 
In effect, the mining brief economical "in time.'" Pnnce Rupert.," he sa id . ,  railway, who argued that through revenue on a "user findings to the provincial 
contended, there is little The association further The only existing raft revised CNR rates were as pey"basis, the brief stated. 
difference whether the rail suggested an extension of connection between Prince little as six cents per mile InqueationingKitehingon govemmentin,1978atwhich 
runs north from Prince the railway to the Alaskan VANCOUVER (CP) -- A " ' RupertandPrinceGeor~eis more than those arBOR, behel/of the BCR, Roberts time a decision will 
George through Sustut borderfor the movement of split in the Greenpeace ~ ~ r ' :~a~i~O'mni tO ' i '~n  owned by_ Canadian ~.Kitching, wholspresident suggssted both Stewart and ;~vhetherPrestmlably b ar  nottoextendmade onthe 
Junction to Dense Lake or freight and "strategic Foundation has led to the National Railways which of the  Prince Rupert and Kit imat would" be present rall line from Prlnee 
north from Terrace through materials" would "generate forced resignation of Paul cannot coml~e~.With!ow~r, chamber ,:.'. told .... ,~i.th~' exce!lent,locat~0ns and the GeorgetolSustutul~tODease'.: 
Mesiadin Lake to Dense excitement and enthusiasm Watson, the Greenpeace BCR'freigat rates on me commmsion 'preSsure from fohner is' much closer to the Lake or to design' an_ 
Lake. among Americans." • seal protester who was southern line from Prince the Council. of Forest lumber and mining alternative northern rail 
The important thing is The mining submission injured earlier this year sort of action to be theft or George to Vancouver, Industries is largely resources which may 'route. 
that it reach Dense Lake, was the last of nine when hehandcuffedhimself " ~ . . . .  destruction of property and ~ : 
the association believes, presented tothe commission to a bale of seal pelts on the it's totally against our BY AGREEMENT 
However, since the BCR m Terrace. Headed by ice north of Newfoundland. principles.". . . . .  '::, 
Watson, who will now not track already exists Supreme Court Justice Watson, who has been dis- 
between Prince Gearge and Lloyd McKenzie, the missed ass  Greenpeace be taking part in the Restaurants tingy i th  a t e r  
sustut, the mining hearing moved on to director, said in an Grsenpeace anti-whaling W W 
companies support . .the MacKenzie to resuem today, interview Monday he was expedition this summer, , ; 
asked to resign two weeks stud there have been many J ago because of differences disputes between the SEATTLE (AP) -- From water  automat ica l ly  At another moderately- before," said a manage; 
E m p l o y m e n t  of opinion with foundation Vancouver and Honolulu here to Spokane, many because nothing else goas as priced restaurant, water Qnelargechainoffamil~- 
pros|dent Pat Moore and offices about he ships going restaurants are abiding by a well with ice.cream said a appears only upon demand, style restaurants ba's 
former president Bob on this expedition, trade association request to waitress there. "It's an added help to us," prohibited:automatic water 
Hunter. Hunter said any problems withhold glasses of water "We had a meeting and the manager explained, serving in its 61 units in four 
Watson said that when he have now been resolved and from meals unless talked about it and decided "We used to dump it down states and,Canada. opportunities refused to resign, he was the ships sailing from both specifically o rder ,  b); the to serve water. Waterlsthe the drain ail the time when 
dismissed, places will he under the customer, normal crlnk with ice people wouldn't drink it." "The energy ou save im't 
• , in the little glass of water, Arandomcheckofabeuta cream. Hardly anybody All six restaurants in one but in having to wash i[. 
Watson, 26, who said he's ban~er of Greenpeaee. dozen, restaurants howed drinks anything else. chain refuse to serve water Nine out of 10 people neve~ founding a ne  wildlife con-' 
. . .w i th  the  herald Watson said his new most no longer serve water "But we aren't wasting it. unless requested, touch their water, but ybU 
said the reasons for his split organization is called the automatically. Whatever they don't drink, "It was a waste of water, had to wash the glass 
with Greenpeace involved International Wildlife, Utilities say the practice we use to clean ashtrays and ice and dishwashing anyhow," she said. 
beth a personality dispute Survival Foundation and helps to save energy which rinse dishes." 
TWO paste-up ar t i s ts  and a "difference of founding memberships (15 otherwise would be used to 
philosaphy." soldsofar) cost$100, wash glasses. Premier pacifies group He said he will lead his The  Wash ington  
own expedition to the seal "The fee is high because Restaurant Association Three typesetters hunt next year because he we don't want to get into several months ago urged Yorke had complained discussed in the interval. ;. 
does not approve of the tedious fund-raising, members to withhold the VICTORIA (CP) -- 
Greenpeace Foundation begging from door to door," traditional glass of water. 'Premier Bill Bennett has that tenants have had no Bennett said, however, 
Experience desirable allowing French film star hesaid. By cutting down on hot apperenilypecffieda gro.up 'yetinputinto the ame dmentS , to  b  introduced in the thatthatwhenitwasp°inted°Utthe~: amendments 
Brigitte Bardot to become and employeeelbowgrcasa, protested in front of the leglsla.ture. • contained ~'the lower rent but not necessary, involved in the campaign. Meanwhile, Greenpeace wat r use for dishwashing of about 20 persons w o
" I  think she's just on a said its observers at the the missing water,lass also .legislature Tuesday pro- He said he was increase ceiling, the group. 
Contact: GordonHamilton, pub[ i sher  publicity trip," said Wateon. International Whaling saves money tar res- posed amendments tothe particularly Upset about a quickly abandoned its re~ Landlord, and Tenant Act. recent statement by quest for iwmting. ;!' 
"She may be sincere, but Commission in Canberra, taurants. , Australia, have reported "We tried withholding Bennett told reporters Consumer Affairs Minister "They realized then that 
o r  Allan Krasnick, managing editor career."she s usedto further her that the commission's water one night and our that he met with members Rafe Muir that the, their position hadn't beefi 
s c ie n t i f ic a d v i s o r y guests were qmteinsulted so of the group, headed by amendments are designed " 
at 6;35-6;357 "RISKED L~FI~,I ~ committee has called'for an we went back to serving Bruce Yorke of Vancouver, to tilt the law more in favor clearly thought out," sai~ 
almost total ban on the water, sir," said the and explained to them that of the landlord. "I did throw two clubs but' the premier. ' 
o r  drop in at the Herald office, I don t think that s an act of killing of sperm whales in. manager of one of Seattle's the amendments included Yorke said he would ask Bennett said he also e~- 
,, the previously-announced the government to "hoist" plained that the very inPut 
violence, he said. the North Pacific. fancier eateries, reduction of the allowable the amendments until next the group ,was demanding 3212 Kalum Street, Terrace " I  risked my life and The meeting is closed to A combination ice cream 
~ that's all they can say to me. the press, parlor-restaurant serves rent inerease ceiling, session, so they can he fully was taking place. 
t 
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Kiti " More mat  grads . EXCHANGE STUDENT . 
.. ' ,==,e ,  From Bol,via to Terrace for .school 
C~e~l P ,~er~n Grog B, E l~ 
Sherri Robillard ,~ Bernd Kraft By JOANNE AMES A limited knowledge of Portuguese high school degree. He can go right to The standard of living is lowe-m.i, 
Gary Crawford Judy V. Butts Herald staff writer halL~'d him out. Portuguese-speaking school, because their summer break Bolivia than in Canada. 
Annette Rummelhoff Bas]lia M. Cabral • students translated from English for goes from November to January. "Here, you get more money, and so 
Glen De Goaij.. Dong Alton Julio Nargine didn't just walk acroos him, a dictionary helped with school The exchange studsnt plaus toattend you pay more. There, you get less 
Monica Dlesing . • Neff Griffin the stage to pick up his grade 12 texts. In class, English-speaking university, possibly in Germany if he money, so you pay less for food and 
Jenny Bruno 'P, henda Nitscho certificate, he came all the way from students talked with Julio, explaining can get a scholarship, orin Canada. He clothing, lt'sT.V.'sand cars, the things 
• Peter Kuppem Debbie Anne Atamanehuk Bolivia, in South America. words to him. wants to take business administration, we don't manufacture in Bolivia, that 
Andy William Palaniak Tom Holleufer He came to Canada last fall as an Now, he is quite fluent. "I will return to Bolivia to work, cost more." 
Cynthia Marie Kelly Patricia Lange exchange student sponsored by Rotary The main difference between here and 
C r l s t e l  Teresa Unger International. " 
though," he says. There is a military government in 
Louis Hales the private school he attended inBolivia, A busy social schedule was part of the power in Bolivia, so the newspapers are 
• ~ Derek Edwin I, auman AnitaOlesen His family in Bolivia was not sure that Julio explained, is in the freedom vislt to Terrace. controlled. "It's not exactly a 
Julio shouldcome to the northwest. He students have. " :" "' Winter sports, especially skiing, were democracy, but it depends on what you 
Tony Deni Susan Made Pope . was originally supposed to go to . "We take 17 subjects in one year in a new treat for Jullo. He "loves" skiing consider a democracy and how far the . . Anna Maria ~alamini Ramtres D. Guerreiro 
• ela M. Almon Waslflngtonstate, butat he last minuto, Bolivia. We don't have a choice about now, and is taking a pair of skis with him government can go." BA~Leite Brenda Joy Kuhn Allen Mitsuru Wakita his destination was changed to Terrace. back to Bolivia. There is a ski-resort what we take. Here, you have electives; "There have been no problems for the - 
• Peter I)zluba Nadia Cola ngeli ."We looked at the map, and right metalwork; art, science." near his home and he may be able to get last...seven years or so. There is lots of 
:Barbara Smsmaun Dianae Micheile Skipper away my mom said it was [co far, andit "The principal helped me out choosing in some time on the slopes, something be development and industry. Everybody's 
Lorraine Eve Buchal Dale Mason would be too cold here," said Julio. "I subjects. Math, physics and chemistry "never thought of doing" before he tried happy. As long as that is so, there will he 
Peter Chen Loris Frank Campagnolo had some idoa what it would be like, are my subjects. I took easier courses the sport here. no trouble." . 
Liillan Delyce Johnson Elaine Allison Knight from talking .to other students,, who had first became I didn't understand much Local Rotarians have taken Julio on The main difference between Terrace, 
Jack A. 0uwehand . Nancy.Jean Sanders gone on exchange program. English. Then I took harder ones." trips to almost every part of B.C. B.C. and Bolivia is the pace. 
-Debhie A. Ceulemans John Tome Still, Julio lind reservations about Julio found be gained in general DURING HIS STAY, AND TO Jasper 
Cheryl Joaune White • Mieheal A. Le Devehat coming. He thought that "especially up knowledge here, buthe was ahead of the and Calgary as well. "Life is more easy going down there. 
Gordon M. Struck . Teresa Thorn here, It wonld be really~old." students atCaledonia in his knowledge He has taken close to 400 slides to show Time and money are very important 
Gabrielle Rite Wink Janice F. Littler But the chance "only comes once" and of mathematics and sciences, to family and students at home, a lot of here. Rush, rush, everybody m in a 
Jari Tiensho Dirk Beck ~ now he is glad he.came. . History, geography and social studies them Of "typical things." hurry. Nothing can wait for tomorrow. 
KadnBemauer Bill Leuze lte arrived without heing able to speak classes benefitted from Julio's "Typical Canadian things, like a 
• Adrienne Bode, Maureen Fullerton English and finding tha[~ nobody here , presentations on Bolivia. Mountie in the red uniform. When-they "People here are always friendly, they 
Merio A. H. F'~ddhoff Doreen Zoglauer spoke Spanish, bin native tongue. He Julio will return home to take three see that, they think of Canada right try to get along. But they're always 
"Scott I. Marleau William Duncan Peacock !~a-nedEnglbh over a few months, more months of school to complete his away." running." 
' '=  . i  . 
n n . t~ , -  :;:: . 
• . .  .~..;' 
.,: B Y AMERICANS 
, Canadian fish limits Cut 
OTTAWA (CP)  -- coast of Vancouver Island " LeBlanc told B.C. MP between the countries which 
' . Fisheries officials said havebeen closed to U.S. and Hugh Anderson (L--Comox- sai d no changes sludi he 
Tuesday that Fisheries Canadian fishermen in Alberni) that the shrimp made to existing fisheries 
Minister Romeo LeBlanc response tocatch reductions grounds have been closed efforts without the consent 
was to make a statement forced on Canadian salmon for two months to give the of the other country. 
today on the results of trollers by the U.S. gov- two countries "time to sort Regional  f i sher ies  
negotiations with the United ernment, out the problem." councils on the U.S. West 
States on West Coast Officials were reluctant In an interview later, he Coast have forced both 
fisheries problems. Tuesday night to discuss said the U.S. move violated Canadian and U.S. salmon 
Earlier Tuesday, LeBlanc details of the negotiations the terms of the interim fishermen to reduce their 
told the Commons the because some issues reciprocal agreement catches. 
shrimp ~rounds off the west remained to be cleared up. 
Government of Canada 
LEAP PROJECT OFF ICER HITACHI  
(Term Appo intment  at  least  6 months)  3 YEAR PARTS & LABOUR 
Manpower  & Immigrat ion  
Job Creatio/~ Cent re  I~P 110 
Terra'ce, B.C. V 
0 ¥ 
This competition Is open to both men and women. L O 
SALARY: SI7,059. - $19,123. T L 
DUTIES: Participates In priority setting, co.ordlnstlen and S T 
Idannln9 for the Implemehtatlen of LEAP on a reglen.wide S 
heslb to ensure that those target groups and communities BO A0 
'/.~ q~d In need of LEAP are Identified; de.~elops and al~ly~ ~U-tlIK .*~. ,~ -.~ ,.~ 
Sl~sors, other governments, private emerprlses end In- 1~ 1~ 
stltutlonal officials; writes quarterly reports, 
--.Luminar 1Full Beam Color 
QUALIFICATIONS: University graduat.len plul evldenco..ot --AutomaUc Frequency C~. trol 
good experlefic~J'~vlth lobcreation or lob 0rllmted programs ---Optional 12V Car/Boat Battery 
OR considerable related admlnlltretlve experience com- 
Skeena Cedar. Kings manager 'rim Mclean pR, sents Pat annual draw. ]Proceeds go to the Kings and The Terrace blned with the ability normally required to complete --VHF RneTuning 
Shlppitef Terrace wJth a cheque for &500.00 to go along wJ~ "PilJeS and Drum Band. secondary school education. Knowledge of the Snglllh 
the Irip to Hawaft hat Sldpplt won In the Cedar Kings 3re :' language,,',,,.,,.,. - Ki t imat  Rad io  
WEEKL Y FORESTER'S REPORT /~plybetore30June 1977, quoting Reterence Number T/.V. t TV 
: . MID-118 to: Regional Staffing Officer, Public Service. 
Commission, P.O. Box 11120, Royal Centre, 500.10SS West The forest service arsenal GeorglaStreet, Vancouver, B.C...V, E3L4. o=. , . . , . .  I.oworCity pllcetlon Form" (PSC 367.4110) at Canada Manpower 
• Centre, Post Office or Public Service Commlsllen of Canada 
' The weekly fife report for occuretl during the Weekl in use is the Douglas DC-6B, chemical salts, thickeners, l offices. Oonlre Mall 
the Prince Rupert Forest Thismakes a total of 42 fires which has log~d many corrosion inhibitor and dye. 
• _District for the'week ending to date. Heavy lightning l~ours as a passenger Due to their' .chemical 
• June 16, 1977 shows 18 fires storms were expel.fenced carrying andcargoaireraft, reaction on fire they are 
throughout the entire It carries 2500 gallons oT almost effective when dry Two-car district during the week, retardant which can be as when wet. The'nitrate 
accounting for most of the dropped in a variety of salts :are fertilizers which 
fires scattered throughout patterns from its . 8 will'enhance forest growth 
the forest District. The two compartment tank. The and have minimal effect on collision A.26 tankers and an Aero- present complement is 10 A- other ecosystems. 
No one was'mjuredin a Star Bird' Dog are now 26'sand2DC-6B'swhiehare Air tankers are nsea 
two-ear collision at the stationed #t Smithers for the located at B.C. Forest , .~y  on fires in incipient 
"jt~nctlon of Highway 16 and summer season and were Service tanker bases st~eS where the relatively' 
H]g!nvay 25 near Terrace Tuesday afternoon. ~Yo successfully used~on throughout he province, small loads are most 
fires in the Kitlmat The ~in- - I~se for tile effective. They  can 
RCMP say that valley. ' P r inceRuper t  Fores t  however, usststna specific 
appro~dmately ~ damage • Air Tankers are one of the District is located at portions of larger fires with 
was sustained when a car most visible and Smithers with satellite difficult contrbl problems. 
driven by Harold Fallis of spectacular fire fighting bases situated at Burns . With a cruising s_p~_ of 
Manitoba collided with a tools used in B.C. They are Lake, Terrace and Watson 250 MPH ~vhen loaded these 
vehicle driven by Josephine also one of the most efficient Lake, 
Gibson of Terrace. 
Y.T. / aircraft are ready to strike 
and effective ways of' Contrary topopularbelief at fires anywhere in the 
Fallls is being charged controlling forest fires, 4dr tankers do not entingulsh Province. In the 
with failure to'stop at a stop when backed up by ground fires, they merely cool and accompaniment of the 
sign. crews and machinery, contain them until ground smaller "Bird Dog" aircraft 
At present the Forest crews reach the scene and which direct tile aerial 
Service contracts ,two types 
of airtankers. The first iS the 
pot the fires out, completely, attack, they have gladdened 
• I,mML|CAI'IIIIIM The retardants used are "' the hearts of many weary 
Douglas A-26 Invader; a slurries of flame inhibiting fireflghtors. 
M I JRO~UR|n l  twin engined light bomber ' 
10  AMM- |O PMI  used in W.W, II, Korea and 
Vietnam. It carries ~0 
i T "AY"  A wnmK gaH°ns °f f ire retardent .~ .  " ~ V ~ '  ~ ~ i ~  
which it can drop all at once 
or in split loads of 410 
gallo~..The second aircraft RESTAURANT Admira l  20in Portable  Colour TV $499 "8 
3 year warranty on parts and labour. 
TUNNEL & ROCK HOURS OPEN 
ilen,.Sat, 4 p,m,-$ a,m, 
WORKERS UNION 
Take-out Orders Ovor $6 - 
LOCAL 168 - 10% of f"  
• GENERAL MEETING , 635-443F 
JUNE..,. 23rd-  7:30 pm. 3209 Ka] , Ter race  
,': ON i IN  ROOM 
 :'u'mnulACn No'r i t  Smorgasbord 
. • and "" mombors .  Friday and Saturday Mogulanr mlpatdm 5 p.m.- 8'p.m. 
¢ 
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The recent statements byB.C. Hydro chairman 
Robert Bonner regarding nuclear power plants do 
nothing to diminish Hydro's image as an 
unresponsive and irresponsible agency; nor do 
they detract from Bonner's own reputation for 
high-handedness. 
Energy Minister Jack Da#is stated in the 
legislature last week that there would be nuclear 
power plants in B.C. 
Davis said the Social Credit government would 
continue the anti-nuclear policy of the previous two 
administrations for economic reasons. 
B.C. does not need nuclear power stations, Davis 
said, because it had other energy alternatives. 
Along comes Bonner and says that the 
government's opposition to nuclear power does not 
mean that. plants will not be developed in the 
future. 
Bonner predicts that nuclear power could be a 
reality in "10 years or so." 
In fact, Bouner says, Hydro has already made 
studies into the possibility of locating nuclear 
stations in B.C. 
No  matter  how one feels personally about the 
nuclear issue, one cannot he but amazed at the 
sheer arrogance and effrontery of Bonner's 
position. 
Here is an appointed official being paid $60,000 a
year to tell the provincial government to go fly a 
kite. 
'It i S "h~0t i i ya  sign of Bonner's and aydro's  
disdain for public accountability, but an indication 
of theineffectiveness of the government in general, 
and Davis in particular, to control Hydro's 
activities: • 
Hydro'wIack of accountability o the public can 
be seen in even its smallest actions. 
Recently, for example, Hydro slapped on a three 
dollar bi-monthly service charge on Hydro bills. 
Davis,  -~ presumably  act ing on Bonners 's  
instructions, told the legislature that the change 
represented the cost of hooking up customers. 
This prompted Conservative Leader Scott to ask 
why, since it is a 'service', customers have to pay a 
sales tax on it. 
"And if it represents a hook-up charge, why do 
we have to pay it every month forever and ever?" 
he demanded. 
Liberal leader Gordon Gibson was also upset by 
the charge, pointing out that it is unfair to lower 
income people. 
"The result is to make those who use a small 
amount of electricity or gas pay much more per 
kilowatt hour or per cubic foot than those who use a 
lot," he said. 
And he's right. 
But Bonner appears to be unwilling to let 
anything - from reasoned ebate to governmnet 
decree - challenge his and Hydro's authority on 
even the smallest of measures. 
And Davis and the government seem unable to 
stop him. 
i'OPPIX 
~" 19F1 byChic,100 T,Ibune.N y NewiSyn~. 
~11 f l lghl$ Rese,ved 
• m. 
Interpreting the news 
(: osgrave 'Lynched' by Irish voters 
By BRUCE LEVETT 
LONDON (CP) -- Some 
observers uggest Erie's 
new government will take a 
harder line in its relations 
with Britain and with 
terrorists in Northern Ire- 
land than that folowed bv 
the coalition swept out ~f 
power last week. 
The  de  r t ing  
government P~ Liam 
Cosgrave enjoyed cordial 
relalionf with Britain: Jack 
i~:~= ¸ ..= 
O 
@ 
Lynch's incomine Fianna 
Fail is committed to 
encouraging "the unity 
of Ireland by agreement" 
and says Britain should 
commit itselfnto an ordered 
withdrawal from Northern 
Ireland. 
Lynch's party has also 
threatened to be even 
tougher on the.., Irish 
Republican Army (IRA) 
than Cosgrave's coalition 
which shut down IRA 
santuaries m the repubhe. 
However, observers here 
do not feel that either of 
these points were vital 
factors in Lunch's landslide 
victory. 
They cite such factors as 
unemployment  and 
in f la t iop ,  p rob lems 
besetting most countries but 
which are especially severe 
in the Irish republic. 
REPUBLIC SUFFEHS 
During the four years of 
: : . " :  . " i ' : i i  " : .  " : ~ :  : . . . . .  
('c}allt iffn rule. the 
unemployment rate in the 
republic has been 
approximately double the 
5.6 per cent prevailing in 
Britain and even higher 
than Britain's 17-per-cent 
inflation rate Canada's 
figures are about eight per 
cent in each category. 
In addition, because of the 
lowered voting . age, 
approximately one-fifth of 
the electorate consisted of 
• . • " . 
young voters going to the 
polls for the first time, a 
group sufkering particu- 
larly heavily " from 
unemployment. 
However  much- -o r  
little--the issues of uniting 
Ireland a~d cracking down 
on terrorism had to do with 
his election, observers 
suggest they are issues 
which will give Lynch and 
his government many 
problems. 
Frank Dunlop, a top 
spokesman for Lynch, has 
said: "If any Provo (IRA) 
sanctuaries are found, they 
will be cleared out. , 
" I f  necessary, even 
tougher legislation than 
exists at present will be 
brought in to deal with 
terrorism and border 
security will be increased 
where necessary." 
The IRA has responded 
with a vow to resume its 
bombing and shooting 
campaign i  Eire to test ti~e 
will of the Lunch 
government, 
In addition, the IRA's 
political arm can be 
expected to put pressure on 
the new government o 
make good on its intentions 
to get the British out of 
Ireland 
But the Lynch 
government made other 
promises that can be 
expected to come back to 
haunt it• 
The party's election 
manifesto pledged to abolish 
Voice of the readers: 




Dear Sir sufficient numbers m 
sufficient places ufficiently 
I wish to endorse and often to catch them and to 
support in every possible rule them off the road. 
way the Attorney General's 
present campaign against The availability of alcohol 
those  thought less  on every hand and at 
~eurpetrators of so much practically every social 
man suffering and occasion these days imposes 
a special duty on all of us 
misery, .the drinking who use it to drink 
drivers. 
Nothing other than the moderately and not to drink 
fear of being caught is so if we intend to take control. 
likely to restrain a motorist of a motor vehicle, which 
' from excessive drinking .has been likened by the 
right from the outset of an courts to a lethal weapon. 
evening or to encourage him 
• ' to go home by taxi if he has Yours truly,.! 
;i .. taken .:rather too much 
" ' "  liquor. G.C. Blair Baillie 
~ '~"~ ' , "~  I[ [ As for the completely President 
heedless, the police must British Columbai Safety 
"'Prison reform? What do ~hey think this' is - -  the twentieth cenmrr?" simply he on hand in Council 
Secret cancer 'cu  (:ould be lost 
TORONTO (CP) -- A To- under full control of Nurse . The nurse gathered the professional authorities insulin, asked her to work In 1938, the Ontario 
ronto-based magazine has Caisse. The trust would seek h e r b s -- s h e t o i d tried to stop her but,~ tee up with him in his laboratory government set .. up a 
.revived. a half.century-old a patent, and the written Homemaker's," ~ they are whenit waslear.~fid~ e was ~.,with experimental.:dni/n~ls.,-.~comihissibn :~:'• .for the : '  
stor~, about a reported formula would be placedin native Ontario plants making no cha~'gl ~ for But, the nurse told Home- investigation of remedies 
herbal remedy for cancer a safe-deposit box, to be profuse enough to treat all treatment--she accepted •maker's, she refused the for cancer. Its verdict the 
and has added anew twist-- opened only in the presence the world's cancer patients. ~;oluntary payments, offer because she would next year was that 
will the secret of the of the nurse or her nominee. After two months of the herb iler case was a,matter of have to accept he Banting "evidence adduced oes not 
treatment die with the 88- The trust would use its treatment, heaunt rallied controversy in the Ontario condition that she give up justify any favorable 
yearold nurse who owns it best efforts to gain testing and lived another 20 years, legislature. Letters were treating patients during the conclusion as to the merit of 
before it can be evaluated and recognition for Essiac During the 1920s and '30s, written to King George VI tests. Essiac as a remedy for 
scientifically? and none serving on the the nurse "provided and to then Premier SURVIVE CANCER cancer." 
In its. current edition, trust would gain any treatment for ea,cer Mitchell Hepburn of Homemaker ' s  l i s ts  
Homemaker's Magazine, a financial benefit or take any sufferers in Toronto and Ontario . ' patients who claim to have But even in.recent years, 
controlledcirculation fee, except herself. Pe terborough,  Oat Eve, Dr. Frederick beencured by Essiac, some there' has been active 
periodical with national After a few days of G o v e r n m e n t a n d Banting, co-discoverer of of them still living. 
dislribution, publishes the thought, he nurse'refused to interest in Essiae. 
almost-forgotten story of agree to the proposition• 
Rene Caisseof Bracebridge, " DIXON PREDICTS ::: 
Ont., and her efforts to gain What is the value of .. 
recognition for Essiac Essiac? Trudeau di\ orce Clark in (Calsse spelled backwards), The story goes back to 
her secret remedy. 1922 when Nurse Caisse, ~ W 
then working in a 
SEES TESTS FUTILE Haileybury, Ont., hospital TORONTO (CP) .... ,lean reh, lionship, not a 'llostile early 1980s. lie's going to very powerful if he doesn't 
But all attempts to have noticed the scarred breast of Dixon, Amerieanauthorofa one " have untold trouble in his give up in despair over 
the potion tested in a a patient. The women's syndicated astrology Slw sal Prime Minister personal life. defeats. He'll ho lds  high, 
scientific way have failed, story was that 20 years column, says Canada is '['rudL~au will win the next 
Nurse Caisse is said to have before she had been told she high government office. His entering a golden age in federal elec!iou but size does "Margaret will be very (Levesque's) cause willsuc. 
regarded it as futile to test had breast cancer. Fearing which its food and energy ,ol I~cheve he will complete sorry about some mistakes ceed but just when he's 
the drug on experimental a mastectomy, she accepted resources will make it one of his tc,',z of office because of she'smaking ow, and some riding high he'll run into 
animals' rather than the offerof an Indian friend themost powerful nations in problenzs i, his personal timein the future two men, personal and political 
humans, to heal it. the world, life. She refused to comment Pierre not among them, will difficulties and have to step 
Homemaker's ays she GAVE UP SECRET Miss Dixon, in Toronto to on exactly how the personal have not a duel but there aside." 
has refused large offers of The woman's condition is appear on the CBC-TV problems she anticipates will be conflict over her and, 
money from Americans for said to have begun to program. 90 Minutes Live, would affect his pohtical if sheisn't careful, she could Although confident about 
establishment of a clinic improve and the Indian predicted that Quebec will life. be harmed." Canada 's  long- term 
using Essiac because she gave her the secret of the separate. She was more explicit in prospects, she said: "Some 
suspected the group would herbal brew so the cancer "But aseparationdoesnot discz~.~sing T~'udeau's Miss ~Dixon had subversive elements have 
exPloit the compound for patient could treat herself, have to mean marriage, ' ' optimistic predictions for penetrated the country, 
profit. Nurse Caisse got the independence," she said. Pi{EI)ICTS DIVOitCE Progressive Conservative even the government, and 
As late as this spring formula from the patient but "There'll be a new and 'I predicted when they Leader Joe Clark but they will cause you trouble 
Homemaker's reporters gave little thought to it until sometimes difficult rein. first got married', oh, "oh, foresees mixed success for as early as July or August of 
helped draft an agreement two years later when her tionship (between Quebec there's a tufa'take' There'il Quebec Premier Rene this year. They could even 
under which Essiac would aunt was in the final stages and Canada) but it will be a be a complete divorce and Levesque. cause a bit of violence 
bo made available ton trust of.cancer, creative, strengthening he'll marry again in the "Mr. Clark will become here." 
I I i I I  I I  ~ - ~$ . I I I I  
Sha  :s' legal loans lead the way 
to drugs, prostituti)n and murder 
• VANCOUVER (CP) -- In the loan. they can't pay," Constable Bill Slade of grocery stores and gas stations. It's not A typical operation will involve 10 
sharking ame, a legal loan often leads the RCMP commercial crime section just a pennyante thing, it's a loans of $2,000 each at an interest rate of 
to a never-ending string of illegal favors said in an interview, multimilliondoilar business." 10 per cent a week. If everyone pays on 
on the part of the borrower. The favor may involve drug A shark's victims can range from a time, the shark will be repaid $2,000 a
Take the example of a young man trafficking, blackmail, prostitution or stock promoter needing ready cash to a week and re[gain his investment in 10. 
workin~ a steady job at an automatic even murder, he said, but the loan itself young man after a car. weeks. But hm victims are no closer to' 
transmmsion shop who needed money to almost always is legal. Usually, said Slade it's someone who 
buy a car. CHASE SHARKS FULL-TIME can't get the money through normal paying off their debts. 
Over a year, the shark will make more He received the cash he needed from a Slade and his partner, Cpl. Len channels or needs cash fast. than $100,000. Even if he demanded only 
loan shark and his problems started Nyland, know of one murder and a Interest rates range to as high as 2,000 10 per cent a month, a shark would take 
when he found he couldn't keep up with stabbing linked to loan sharking and per cent from the inore normal rate of 10 home $24,000 a year tax-free. 
the $50-weekly payments, have started chasing the sharks full. per cent a month~.:Even the 10-per-cent 
The shark charged him a $25 fee, then time. rate amounts to~- 120-per-cent annual Despite the interest rates, the loans 
more instalments were missed. The Because there are nolaws in Canada interest if the victim makes each are strictly legal. The federal Small 
shark replied with threats and then a which set maximum limits on interest payment. Missed p, ayments are added to Loans Act sets an interest ceiling on 
beating, rates for large loans, Slade and Nyland the principle anc[:~/ictims keep paying loans of less than $1,500, but most loan 
• After another missed payment, the must catch sharks violating technical almost indefinitely, sharks are concerned w i th  larger 
amounts. shark said pay with transmissions and provisions of consumer protection laws "Most,, sharks want, interest, payments The only law Slade and Nyland can use 
$25 would be taken off the debt for each before they can lay' a charge, only, laid Slade. They don t want the 
unit. After 18 weeks and 18 stolen The total volume of loan shark principle." . ~ . in British Columbia is the Consumer 
Protection Act, which requires a lender Iransmissions, the young man was business is hard to evaluate, said Sharks seldom kill or beat those who to put the cost of a loan in writing. The 
arrested and chargedwith theft. Nyland. get a l;Iqe behind lri payments because, shark can be charged if he fails to 
"Loan sharks' victims often find they "They nang around beer ,,,~rlvr~ :~,, ' !  :.~i<i., .~.,~c,; =,.n't raise money 
'must do favors to get off the hook when pooll Hs. nightcb~bs, r~ ~. •, . ,.cl~ :', ~:, iJu,,,.,:L~i !#Je provide a written statement. 
property taxes, remove 
taxes from farmers, abolish 
the car tax for smal l  
vehicles and give firsU~ne 
home buyers a &l,000 
($1,800) grant. 
,.) 
I t # ,. 
+i?i ! 




By THE ASSOCIATED ' Rogers, 9-5, leads the Na- 19th.ho~ 1,~ of' the season _ run, a thres-run shot in the BROCK'8 KEY HIT American LMgu~E~t load 
PRESS , tiona] League in four and kno~: i ,  four runs as .4 ;~fRnt~| l j t1_~ uth inning, as New York Lou Brock's p inch-h i t  over New York Yankees to 
. S~ve. ~Ingers pitched a pitching categories. His Cineinn~t~i~eds routed . . . . . . . . .  z=--' Mats defeated Atlanta single in the 10th inning 4~_gumns. . .i ~ ." 
tourmuer tar his third three strikeouts Tuesday PldladellibJ~_Pbglles 10-5. a,, ~r,~ e,,,,an,am ,,asss Braves 5-9.. Ed Kranepocl scored Jerry Mumphrey "two-run nomers ny 
shutout of the season, Savehi]n..99fortheseanon, a The ~tw"o'~.'ins tied a . . . . . . . . . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . .  tied the score for the Mets with the wlnning run as St. M/ckey St~..ey~and _T/,~. 
£esdingMoniroalExpostoa leaguelugh. Hts18sisrts, 10 major le~ Y~cord, with ~srlcen LH|Ue NMI~al ~gua with his seventh omer of Louis Cardinals ended a Fuemesana~m~t,Tawroras 
6-0 National League complete gumes and136 24 each col~:-t~.bjts in every East " the season loading off the five-game losing streak by seven strong re]/efinnln~ : 
baseball victory over• inni~/spitehedaisoaretaps inn ing . .~ ,  w t. Pct. OBt. East ninth , defeating Los Angeles gave Detroit Tigen a 5-2 ~i 
Houston Astros Tuesday in tee NL. Steve.He~]~tl)on clouted Boiton 39 2S .609 -- W L Pc,. O|L P i t t sburgh  s John  Dodgers 4-3. triumph over the slumping :! 
aught.. George Fester clouted his his flrst..ma}J]~p\*!engue home ..Baltimore 3S 3O .sse ~ Chlca~... ~1 22 ,~! -- Candelaria hurled a five- LuisTianthurled B~ton's New Ywk Y_a~.  i'! 
• I " ~;"  " ,P~r . ' : " . N ~  york 36 31 .S37 41~ Pollnampmn ~ ~ .S~ 6,~ hitter to lead. PittsburEh second consecutive two-hlt 8ET TEAM RECORD 
. ~leveland 30 31 492 7'/= Rttsburgh 34 ~ se 7 • to 2victor over i • i i i  i i 'i"" '"~; ". i ' . • Pirates a 9- y shutout a~inst  Baltimore Milwaukee set a team 
• "~ " Milwaukee 32 35 478 8'~ St Lou,s/ 35 3O rm 7 dres Sox won their recor " . . . . .  San Diego Pa , as the Red d with an .e~ht -~ .: 
J a v s  D a r t e r s  L~| (~, |  |~ . I , , ,~  Detrol.t 29 ~ .m !0 ..l~ew.Yo.rk ~ ~ .+~. _I_3 The (31]= won their 11th flfthstrai~htgameand14th fourth innlng as +e Brewers ~ 
, . i v  • •.~. +,. ; '  ,aroma w.,~ 3v ,~, ,4m Monn'es, zs u .444 ,= gameint5outm@_withanS- in the last •16 wi~ a 7-0 routedOaidandA+s]2,-l.Tbe + 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .~,.",i~'~:" . .  . .. _ .  ""-': -- '-.- west 2victoryoverSnn~Tanclsco victory over the Orie~es. T .he Brewers sent 13':b~tters up i" 
z .unv~xu t~t.~ -- sevenm, uon noon came en "rne m u~ u.~y~, pmymg ~n,ca~o. ~ ~" '~  -- . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,~ in ts  triumoh increased Boston's m the fourth . . . .  
Unoeaten Rick Waits to get the final out of the before 1~0~ ~tatots  at Minnesota 37 29 .~51 -- ~ .~g~;m ~ ~ .~._ --.. G a . . . .  ;: 
pit~hed shutout ball for 6 2-3 ~ and combined with Exh ib i t ioA ' :~um,  loaded Kansas City 32 32 .500 4 ~ncmna,. ~ ~ .~ .~  _ - ." "~ 
"',;~+'- " ~ l l~n la  31 31 500 4 Mn I-ranclsco ~t ~u .4.~ r~,~ . . s for his foorth victory Jim •Kern to blank Toronto the bases il~ tl~ eighth on ' I 40 I 
as ~eveland Indians de- on one hit the rest of the BobBa i lo r '~s lng leand Te.xa.s . 31 : , .  m Leac ue. ve  rs saree  
fasted Toronto Blue Jays 4-0 way. Kern earned his ninth a pair of ,~two-out + walks, mx.,ana w. -.a ..~. '-u, Atlanta ~3 44 "343 21 "-" +,'~'q~' X r -  J '  . o .., -~:~ 
Tuesday night and ran their save. _ :~  . ~eemue ~,.,m .,,, o~ . • ~ . . . . . . . . . .  ~/ .  ~ 
AmeriesnLeague baseball The Indians got single However, K~rncumeonto  f - '  . - • " "q TORONTO-(CPL-- The direetorof .the_pmyersas- .wmzomws.m..o~j~)ulatm. 
winnings~eaktosixgames, rnnsinthas.~ond,.~than.d .~et .AI~....As~.~by on.a .caH.ed | ~ .,, I World Hockey ASsociation soc istion, sala_,Tt~s_oay;,,, PmYvYve[Swomone_<x~+. w a 
• seventh inm~ on "toronto mu~a. su'u~.e~enamemmng / f i  _ _  i __  / and WHA-. ~ Players ssooorm, sma .me ~rm gwtu,, ...~..uucr+-~ -uu~u. 
wails, tasking only his starter Jerry qarvin.y-0, ..ha. _.ma.ager / /  ocintionhavema an .m.nn.ve.,a eea}o_   .ernor., 
 ond start of the season, and touched re, ever ".'ore pur.m I [ ]  • • • i i I ugreement hat paves the 
~ the Blue Jays to four B~o for ~ i r  ~ ~ m co~.~u~e~t~. .smce ne / ~ J • ~ ~ ~ i L ~ / way for a merger ~th  the sc~.u~ent wire m as- m._S a~c_u_,s__ zn~ wrs 
hits before ~ g  ~ t~d the,elghm on ~une KUI- ~p~.~,~~msonen I ~ ~ " V  m~ ~ ~ I Nat io~ Heekey ~gue,  ~]auon. .  . . . . . .  c.~cr ~u~s~:~ . . . . .  
and fourth Wa  in the per s run-scor   nnaay. / E / Ron Roberts, executive- ~onercs ne,~o~m~%,~ne - ,he  ,.~sooe_ ana,.ma_ns_, 
, . .~.. I I " sctnement wire me wn~ memswmse, u~ -,u . , -  
.'- , • "i ' ~ " two weeks ago while ~ ~ ~ ~*t .~n ~ 
" , :  IA I  "r/~£:)C)At'~/~ ~'.. ~ ~+:~ . . NI-IL governors held their e~.~Sm/llinnjump me 
. v  ~ , - -~a~ar~.  ;.~ ~ . . . .  l~"~; / ,& , , , ;  .~F~.=o ~ . ~ ' ~ / ~  annaal-meetinginMoniroal. NHL--Cincinnati ,  New 
. ; _ _ : _ , . _ , : _ _  ozampu ~ ~ + . t ~  [ e ~ W  ~Ua~.~' ' ,  th;WouetcoWmere,,~obeeeSedrlrts~th " to~nn,gland,wlS~neipb~e~,.~n~ 
B|  I L J I~ I IV  ' / ' : : :~!::  " " "All eont~acts will be Houston--haw alpreed to r gu t.ut,u _+_ .  _ a Iv  + ; honored That doesn't e~°f f  user  ooMraeto , face hun r Lzons taught  , , ,  
• - . CALGARY (CP) -- and ~ i  Harris and Lerov navment for runnin~ hack arbitrator settling some nmuon zrom Indianapena, TIllS minor  nocKev  ros ter  oo+ + stam. ,eders  ~r=~+~-~'o"o to f the  f~n'-~' Cates--w-h-o"Jotaed contractual arrangements, R'.u..mingham, Sa~Disgo.an.d .~  ' . i; . ,,=l=~ara . . . . .  =, . . , , , ,~ ,  , . , , , .v,,nt rues . . . . .  # .. ~. . " k..~. *k , , ,  ,~ , , t ,m.a  ...=. [ :~iunr~ V~TA on.nnll nl_~nnlnj 
Five hundred and 25 boys registrations will be 
signed up for minor hockey accepted in September. as 
in Terrace ~ during transfers from omer 
reg is t ra t ion  day last branches. 
Sahrday. That's only 25 As for l.ocal boys..w.,h.o 
below minor houkey's failed to s~n up, may-re 
budgeted fisure of 550 for advised to write to minor 
next season, and about 100 beckey at Boc 121. Their 
more than the number; late appUcatioas will be 
signing up last June. cousiclered, but not until 
, Se tsmber. 
The reason for Saturday s ~,~= h.o.~a~., nt thm,:_ 
b i~ registration is that . . . '~ ; ;o~ "';'-,.+"~llo'ws'--" 
mmor hockey ruled all boys "~-u:,'~: ~'~les 7 & 8~' I00 
had to register then or they ~,--..o"~,~,"% ~. 10~" 103 
wonldn tbe playing next fall " - -=~-  'o-oo 1~ & 12~ 109 
and winter, l~n~am'~ "(a~'~ 1"3 & 14;: 
• At Monday's executive Midgets (ages 15 & 16), and 
meeting, it was pointed out 30 Juveniles (ages 17 & 18), 
that the final reIIistration Terrace minor hockey 
total for last season was 541. teams travelling for out-of- 
About 100 of that number town games next season are 
were late registrations - going to ride in comfort. 
something minor hockey At , Monday night's 
hoped to cut out with their executive masting, it was 
"one~a'y':,,i$ign-up. ( I t s decided to purchase a 
expected that son~ewhere $10,000 Dodge Sportsman 
between 25 to 50 boys will he Wagon for team trayel.....The" 
Committee reacts 
to Linseman sigding 
TORONTO (CP) - -  The E~gelson said of the uunder- 
international committee of age s/suing. ' 
H0ekev Canada has advised In other news, the 
,-°-,°,, , , '  Z ,a ,  Birndngham, San DisI~] 
.. . . . . . .  n but the players are Calgary, WHA clubs u--bl • . . . .  ~ • ~ 'k~ thew fwst wctor}, last two seasons on the OKawa.ager.last seaso! .. --^,.-,...~ ,, to raise the ~ fee 
minor heok~'ereston both under new coacm Jacx sidelines. An mtm'esung swugwe m ~"-.~L~_'~_." __,~, ,,._ .,__, , .  - :~. i i ;~=-c" ,I,,, ----'-" ' " v Iv navarre n,u  cuc u©m .u auua.Nu,, - - .  aides ~ i th '~ with msit~ble Gotta, will face quarterback Tackle Don Wunderley ns the Calgary camp in oes  . . . . .  ,~ . . . . . .  ,,.4 .o.,, ; .  , . ,~. . . ,~,.  u . . ,  vma ,,h,~, 
letterin,:~, ......, .. Gary Kedhley tonight at the the only veteran returmng, offeussve Willie Thom.., ,,~"- ~-,~-,' o- . . . . . . . .  ~-,-e---,--a" ......~"-- .~,,-,~,'~-0...o --_--. ,,--_m~';'~" __.-h,v~ 
. . . . . .  ~ ;,; . . . . . . . .  start  of their Western to the B.C. defensive line, free agent who pnayed mree . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ...,, . . . . .  ;~.,~: ,~.~,_., 
~mor  . .~0~ey w.m Footba l l  Conference  with Jesse O'Neal and years at Unnversity of no~ occur mm year. ~.c=u w i~ ~.?: ,~, . . .~,  
contin~,':.~o.~Se crumnuee exhibitiou~,amewith British -,,,,kie Levi Stonlev workin~ Caleaev WILL LOSE JOBS .. partners to  tom; "me 
and smel l .~  because on • , II Numerous players wm ymems wm ranM ~r . . . . . .  , ColumbiaUons. at end and Frank Landy at Hetookaweeksbo.  day ,.~ ~ . . . .  a ,,,,, ,,~ ~.~ ~.q~nnnn *^ ~, , , , ,n^,  
mes~wee~Lm_ eresmors • " on .~ .v .~.  ~.  . . . . . . .  . - - - ,  . . . . .  • . . . . . .  , .. , . ~ . . . . . .  B.C. head coach Vsc Rap.p the other tackle. Landy and from a. s.u}mmer" laD. .  s.,...., . .  ~ . . . . . .  ;,m h,t  rh~n,~ndlno nn ' the 
man one, . ,~. .  traveumg._ started Jerry Tag~.e m O'Neal came from Arctic oil rzgs ana reaches , ,~ ,~. ; , ,  ~s.~.o.~:;,-~,,~.,;] ~,~,~'~'t'~'~----;':--~..z;~." 
• t/ow.ev~, lt!,~va~ aec.mea.m Lions" ' opening exinbition Saskatchewan i  the trade earn with an old pair ox -,~-=s-~-, . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,~  u, ~ ,~ ,.~=,. 
];nu.cnal~tl!e~van.mam~y tar victory over Saskatchewan for brilliant defensive nd ~ shoes but no cleats. ~ . • 
the ~-.:e.o~fort ab~u Roughriders and the former Bill Baker. Thomas passed rookie _~ . __  ,. _ 
eonv~ce~:ano  pes.sm,y National Football League Calgary and BC both camp and has outlasted I r~ '~ l~ '1  l~ '~: l  ~ r ~ ~ , l ' ~  
expana mtRor nocxey s~. .  A~, , ,~n. . , .  "than rngular completed nine of l3. missed the playof'f's last al,most all his opposition.. %,#I J I  l I I I  I I I ,  L~,,  ~;~ I~C~, i~ l , t .~  
".~..? .1~.~". ~'"~.~" " '  ,. attempts. Keithley was good season and Rapp and Gotta _ Tbe~ are.u~.,,peopse ~ '* 
~a.a~m~°.na.t.~,ortw°vansm on ixof nine posaes but was took over during the off- being looxeu at, says 4 .~ | | ,#~,#~, ,  , , , ,~  ~| , , ,~ , '~;~,~,  
' " _~ ' : ' : ;  ,:i:': . . . . sacked twice in+the third season. ' Calgary nssisT~llnetr~eeR~ LU I _11  I~k~l l l i : L I I  ~ IU l J I I I~  
~ was. p.om~ea o.uc .cns~ quarter. • manager ~oe .m . r,a&~ . ~,~ . 
most :' minor noc,rey The Lions are down to four WOODWARD WAITING now, "£'nomas nasa  very 
associal~..o.m.. ~ ~ th.e lower ,mport runn!ng backs, . .Rod. W.oedward: veter.an g .oDd. c l~ .nes . .  . . . .  .TORONTO ) t : ~  agels. on "~ i  nder 
mainlm~,.aan.~.m~enor na..ve, including nmpresswe aexenswe, oacx.oomlnea o~ Jonn .~imnag.el: w.no sea_ m .~nau.ona~ . s;t  e - - mS .m~. . ._ 
shnllar ¥ ~ ,  and,t_ma blocker Jim Harrison, ag.40- _c.a.ngaryxromOttawa~.ongn Calgary's late drive toward ocg yu.anaoanasaaws. e¢ i m .  .m
they'r.e.t~.!~, t meth~ for poonderwhoapparentl~y.h.as ~.d.ersd.ur rag the. wee~en.~, respeetabilitylastseason:..m the . W.orm. _ .ocz.ey co .n~i. tree m.mm .to reacn..e 
~rav .~. . . . . ;  : . , recovered from an e, chilles wm nor De m unnorm. "me expectea to team_ w!m Aseoc.ia,.on ~na~ .no m- uecmson, on. ~ mue m u~. 
~ i~ '~,~ -I.o s~.,~4 tendon injury that ended his trade reunited Woodward running back Willie uuraen terueuonm games De,wean worJo jumor  tOurnamen~ 
at"~'e" ,~_R~se-of "e~l~ NFL career with San Diego wi~h .Got,a, his former boss and flanker Tom Forzanj', '. the WHA..and .Eur., o1~.~..; s¢.hedul~d.between D c. 19, 
passeng~'~l~'~ut fo nd the Chargers. The others are at Ottawa. . both veterans, to spark tee; teams +w~l be perml .it.ca lJr 1977, and j an  2,1978. +
emt of ~bt~k'~";;ew or used holdovers Mike Stric.kland Gotta got Woodwara as Stampeder.offence. . the WHA ailows the contract The committee met with 
a~ me 
" 1 be c~t°~bb~'~ewt  double moving to Terrace this,  15-j[mssengervemcewill vehiele.w~'~Imes . of Ken Linseman, an 16- the representatives of 
summer and.  their pemtedwldte, andhavethe the c~t ,  ._~van. Ziegler f i r s t  o n  agenda , . , , ,d  player,with Kln~- Caneda'stSreem#J0rjuaior • y : / .~ : . !  stun Canadians, to be hockey leagues - - the  
registered with the league. Ontario Hockey i~Focistion 
I K I T M A T  RECREATIOH/ -- ,~ .~.o . ,o~. .  Major Jan/or A .~ lss ,  the CHIc'AGo (CP) -- The "The es.~,ct, of accom- of the committee, said the Quebec Major . , - Jun ior  ' ' That matter was expected 
to be completed today, • ¢.. ~/ , ' :  formal election of John modation--mac s whatweu group was asked by the Hockey League' ~nd the 
P l a n s  nouns" sw,mmJrt Iv" " ' " /~ ,  ' NZi:~oenal l l P r "  e  as resident of the clearing the way for call it for lack of a better Canadian Amateur Hockey Western Canada/Hockey 
ckey League meetings between the word-- will arise, in t.~. Associationtomskea ruling League. " , 
will be the primary matter owners and  players on the players," Campbellsuid Linseman signed with restr[ctionsmayr,eq~'etha 
• ~ ;~ .., . .~ . . ,7  course of the sesstoue wire on the case. EaKieson said.~ financial 
Plans for this year 's  "We are.encouraging andpolo,'Ins/metio~beglns, facing theleague's board of Thursday and Friday" These by telephone from his Birmingham Bulls of the tournament tofaE~ place in governors when it begins a 
. summer programs are leisure activities for all age' at 5:30 p . i l i .~  f'mishes at three-day meeting here meetings would decide Montrealoffice. "They (the WHA ~ spring. Eastern Canada. l~'.sald u 
goingwell, according to Jon groups and we will have 8:30 p.m~..,.at, S~m Lindsay Wednesday. whether prospoctive merger players) have not defined "Sucha move by the WHA final decision ~ l  be 
Gurban ,  recreat ion  many adult oriented Memorial.':'~.ool. Each or expansion might take their position on the wouid be a violation of their reached by the flr~'.~ _~wk of 
director. T~e.District of activities," he said. classiflc&ti~', however, Though the hockey world place for the 1977-78 season, matter." ' agreement with the CAHA," Judy. './~:!; 
Kitimat is:- getting There will be a Ladies omy lasts"0~,hour, waits for news regarding the ;. ,'.,,., 
eoeperationfromtheseheel Sof tba l l tournamentth is  TbesP0rt~:eampwil lbe poesible acceptance by the Numberone (;hoicesigns 
district for joint me of its weekend (June 25-26) at held at:']~i,~l~[ge from NHL of World Hockey ,,'t .... 
community facilities. I-I/rsch Creek with Ten'ace's August J5 : ' l~'and Gurban Association franchises, the I ,':"...~ ',:
Gurban says' the district Dog n Suds and Bantam says this i~ :'~ tremendous governors first will deal • ' .  '.'. 
has just hired seven people teams, Smithers All-Stars,' opportunity i for young with the promotion of the 
to implement the core Burns Lake Reps, Prince people to enjoy fun sports. Detroit Red Wings' vice- DENVER (AP) -  Barry was represented in his Weetminister team to the had 16 goals, 46 asSkts and 
summer playgroundas well' George All-Stars, Mount There will ~strnct/on for president to the poaition Beck, a ~defenceman who deallngs with the Rockies by Memorial Cup this past 167 peoalty minutee in 61 
as other activities planned Elizabeth Secondary School persons between the ages of held since 1946 by Clarence was Colorado Rockies' first Montreal lawyer Larry season, Canadian junior regular season ganies. 
for the holiday period, undKthnatLad/esAll-Stors 10andl$.'T+he"eamp, which Campbell. choice in last week's Sazant. hockey's equivalent of the : 
National Hockey League The Rockies, picking NHL's Stanley Cup. In' Calgary, Joe Crozier, 
. participating, costs $10;,i~will provide Whi le  Z ieg le r ' s  amateur draft, hassigneda eecond in the first round of Beck comes to the Rockies coachan~genar~l" manager 
A men's softball ind iv idua l - - , i on  based ascendence was to have multi-year contract with the the draft, went for the six- with the reputation of. a of Calgary Cow~ who 
DISTRICT OF KITIMAT tournament wfll he held July on su i tebk~e grouping been settled during the Rockins, tha club said today, feet-three, 21~pem~ Beck team leader, aggressive madeBeektheirflrstcl~Ice 
Recreation Department 1 at Hirsch Creek. There and sk l l l . ,~ l  plus a NHL's recent meetings at 
SamLindsayMemoriulPocl will be a Kitimat .Archery prugressr~& .~ctivities Montreal, a delay was No details on salary or to shore up a defence which defenceman, and big man in the World Hockey 
Sports Camp: Club competition June 26 at in the ':6gmp include forced by the need for other provisions of the had sagged during the last not afraid to scrap in the Association draft, said be 
August 8th- l~th, 1977 Mount EllzaEeth Secondary basketb 'a~| ,~"soccer ,  constitutional rewording contract were announced, half of last season, comers, wished Beck good luck. "We're convinced that "The bey ls the best Junlor 
School. volleyball :~1~4" po~sibally which would permit his Beck, who played last Rockies' scouts had rated Barry has a great future in in Canada s far as rm con. 
August 8th This summer's aquatic gymna, stie~.i;~ ' '  .:, serving not only as preei- year with New Westminster Beck as one of the three top this game," said Ray Miron, earned," Crozier said in an 
5:S0-6:15p.m. Diving camp from August 8 -  19. . Tn iss t~ l~msketba l ] .  dent but~cha i rmanof the  Bruins of the Western players ave, able in the the Rockies' vice-president interview. 
6:15 - 7:00 p.m. Synchro includes instruction in tournamen~•~l,4$ hem a~ board. Canada Hockey League, junior draft. He led the New and general manager. "I wanted him for three 
7:00 - 7:45 p.m. Competitive diving, syncro, competitive R iver lnd l~.~ 'At l~t  19 ? In three ~.asensw~th New years and I offered him 
.7:45 - 8:30 p.m. Polo , 21 and a . :~  .re,tare at the Necbak'~qn~s Cour~ Westminster, Beck, a left- more money than he got Nice to have advantage handed shooter, scored 44 fromDeover, but he t01d me August 9th is I~ .~ ed althongn | Y~ ~  goals and had 139 assists in he wanted to know where ha 5:30 6:15 p.m. Diving DISTRICT OF KITIMAT .~ - "finalized. 187g~e would he pkying and I 6:15 7:00 p.m. Synchro ReoreationaiDepartment °The'~o~o~[g is a list of 
7:00 7:45 p.m. Competitive 19~SummerBasketbail rules • f~_ :rids summer's past season, he couldn't ell bum." 
7:45 8:30 p.m. Polo League haskethp~ league. TOROI~B~O (CP) -- AI the oval tracks. Formula 1 drivers can be 
SCHEDULE | i V I L L A G E  OF PORT EDWARD August 10th 
5:30 - 6:15p.m.. Diving Game. I 7:00 p.m. 
6:15 7:00 p,m. Synchro 
. Uneer accepts the fact that The rules for Mosport, the brought in for the $125,000 
• *,i' i•.~' opponents figure his only road race on the USAC race. 
• : ; ..- ~ experience on road courses circuit thisyear, insist that Unser, his brother Bobby, 
DISTRI~/0FKITIMAT gives him the edge in the all cars anddrivers will be four-time Indy 500 winner 
Re , t in ,  Department Molson Indy event at Mos- the same as those A.J, Foyt, Johnny• 
• 19778md~er Volleyball port on July 3. competing in the rest of the Rutherford and others' 
"That makes it '  very 'USAC races. That means no" already ensures no lack of 
League. .  ~ nice," Uuser said Monday speclally-built cars 0~ driving talent for the race. 
' . :~DULE.  while visiting the city to help 
': 'I~ Court promote the first United 
States Auto Club DISTRICT  OF  TERRACE 
June 23.1Grin vs Red I championship race at the 
. ' /'Bueiv.a ~ld  3' track, 50 miles northeast of VACANCY FOR THE POSIT ION O F 
June30 Red~ '13|ue i Toronto, since 1968. 
• " ': . /~n  vs Gold 3 JUNIOR BUILDING INSPECTOR July 7 "~Zvs  Gold 1 Unser raced the last two 
years on the defunct 
. ..":]~'~@s Green 3 Formula 5000 championship 
July 14 . .~:  vs Green 1 series, learning tricks many 
• , .R~.~ Green .~ of his rivals on the .USAC 
July 21 B_I~J" vs Red 1 circuit won't imow. 
' Gr in  vs u01d. 3 Most of them have stack 
7:00 - 7:45 p.m. Competi t ive 
7:45 8:30 p.m. Polo 
August 11th 
5:30 - 6:15 p.m. Div'mg 
.6:15 7:00 p.m. Synchro 
~:00 - 7:45 p.m.CompetiUve 
7:45'- 8:30 p.m. Polo 
Instructors: 
Diving: 
Robert Taylor,• Was Muir, 
Sandra Witto w ~i 
~anC hro: ~ i•' ry Baker', Nieole 
Tompk inson ,  Magg ie  
Cromarty 
Competitive: . 
Was Muir, Bob McLeed, 
Lydia Picucha 
Poi0: NaneyLauman, Was 
Muir, Eva McKone, Richard 
Goddnrd Bob McLeed .. 
2 8:00 p.m. 
3 9:00 p.m. 
June 28 1. Orange vs Green 
9.. White vs Blue 
3. Gold vs Red 
July 5 1. Gold vs White 
~. Orange vs Red 
3. Green vs Blue 
July 19. 1. Orate  vs W~te 
2. Gold vs Blue 
3. ~ vs Green 
July 19 I. Blue vs Orange 
~., Green vs Gold 
3. Red vs White 
I. Orange'vs Gold 
July 96 9.. Blue vs Red 
3. White va Green. 
AUg. 9. 1. WHITE VS Blue 
2. Red vs Gold 
3. Green vs Orange 
AUg. 9 1. Red vs Orange 
9.. Blue vs Green 
3. White vs Gold 
Aug. 16 I. Blue vs Gold 
2, Green vs Red 
3. .White .ys Orange. 
July:28 ..Gold vs Red 1 
Green vs Blue 3 
Aug. 4 .~  vs Blue 1 
l~ l 'vs  Green s__ 
AUg. 11 , .~ '  vs Green 1 
: BI~ vs Red 3 
7:30 Play at 
p.m. _ ';~.!~ci,• • 
'; ,"~,,, 
closely to the oval circuits 
where they wheel their cars 
left only. At Mosport they 
will have to turn both ways, 
shifting gears thousands of 
times during the 76-lap, 187- 
mile race. They will ako he 
braking harder and ~ 
accelerating faster than on 
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT 
~.  
NEW POSITION 4, 
PUBLIC WORKS SUPERINTENDi NT 
..~ 
Applications ara Invltsd for the position of Publ.lC~iWorks 
SuperlMmdmt by the VIIIoga. of Port Edward~'~.;,~'lr~ 
"~n~r~ ca~ldMs will have a . though knowing.of  
requirements of mslnMMnce and oparatlor~"!,Of~:.luch 
mmlclpla services as sheet, drainage syshlntsp mNle  
adlecflan syst~ns etc.. While technical training Is'd~lrabla, 
equlvelmlt practical experience may he ecce~ln  lieu 
thernof. An euantlel requirement Is the ability ~'O~llanlw, 
direct, plan and budget for the activities of the m~nlcll~el 
maintenance force. 
1ha salary for the pceltlon Is $10,000.00 (negotlable)~ U~I  
(tinge benoflhb such as Dental Plan are available. • 
Wrlthln nppllcMIono will be received at 667 Sunset Dr,re, 
Port Edward, B.C., V0V IG0, until 5:00 p.m., July IS, 1 .t77. 
S.B. RIt.chle 
Clsrk.lklmlnlltrohw. 
The Distr ict of Terrace requires a Junior 
Building I,~spector. 
The rate of pay (or this Union.peal,ion ia Slt,000 per annum. 
( I t~ rata under negntloflen.) A compatltiva packep of 
amplayN benefits Is avelllbla. 
Appllutlans and Inquiries should be dlreded ta: 
Mr, E,H, Tlmnus, Acting Municipal Englnew 
' District of Terrace, No. 5 ~lS Eby Street 
T(H'rIce, e.¢. Phofll 135-~Jll 
Appilcet~ns hould be submllted no later thM Frlclay, July 
01h, 1~.  
I 
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t 
The Herald, 3212 Kalum Street 
,,P.O. Box 399 Terrace, B.C 
" Phone 635.6357 - T~,rrac* 
: Phone 632.5706 - Kitlmet 
;Subscription rates: Single COpy 
20 cents. Monthly by carrier 
~Three Dollars ($3.00) 
:Yearly by mall In Canada 
$40.00. senior Citizens $20.00 per 
.year. 
iYeerly by mall eutslde Canada 
$51.00. 
' ~ Authorized as second class mall 
I 
14. Business Personal 
Golden Rule: Odd lobs for the 
Iobless. phone 635.453S. 3238 
Kalum. (ct f )  
For all your fruit tree spraying 
needs. Phone 635.3738. (P.15, 





No lob log big or small, free 
TERRACE 635-6357 
24. S i tuat ions  Wanted 
WORK ~NANT E D 
Bulldozing, basement digging, 
landscaping etc. Backhoe work, 




Bobyslt In my home at Copper- 
side. Phone 635.4562. 
(P - 16, 17, 18, 19, 20) 
12. B icycles,  Motorcyc les  
37. Pets 
Wanted, a rear end for 6e 
Mercury 1/= ton. Phone'63"8.S276. 
(ctf) 
38 Wanted - Misc.  
For sale. Registered Boston 
Terrier, female. 1 year old. 
From champion stock. 635.3029. 
(t*, 15, 
16, 17.) 
Wanted to buy. 1800 c.c, 
KITiMAT 632-5706 
48. Suites for  Rent 
I 
For rent July 1st, 2 bedroom 
suite. Frldge and stove. Can. 
trolly located. No pets. 635-947T. 
(stf) 
2 bedroom suite, frldge, stove 
and heat Included. Close to 
town. No pets. Available Im. 
mediately, phone 635.3216. (P. 
16, 17, TB) 
For rent 2 bedroom duplex. 
Stove and frldge Included. $200 
permooth, phone635.5397. (P. 
16) 
49. Homes for  Sale 
"" HOBBY FARM" - 
12x56 mobile homei and 12x~ 
complete addition c~ln in~ 3 
bdrms., fireplace & wall t(~waI.L 
carpet cn V= acre an school bu~ 
run. Fenced and landscaped, 
green house, c~lcken house 
complete with chickens, "large 
garden area/small fruits, berry 
bushes and fruit trees. Open to 
all reasonable offers. Call 635., 
between 7 and,10 p.m. and 
ends.. (stf) 
Home for sale by bullder. ~by the Post Office Department, 
;Ottawa and for payment of 
Cpostage In cash. 
"Qasslfleds due 24 hours prior to 
-doslred day of publl¢etioo. $2.00 
for first 20 words, 10 cents each 
word thereafter. No refunds on: 
cl~ssifled ads. 
i 
]. Coming Events 
Weight Watchers meet,r~ held 
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Knox United Church Hall, 4907 
Lazelle Avenue. 
Terrace Dupllcate Bridge Club 
wil l  commence play each 
Tuesday night at 7:30. Ray will 
be in room 4, Coledanra High 
School. All bridge players are 
invited to attend. For 
:partnership or information 
phone 635-7356. (dr) 
~Thornhlll Calorie Counters 
.meet every Tuesday, "rhornhlll 
~Elemontary School, 7:15 p.m. 
;'New members welcome from 
"Terrace and Thornhlll. 
'.Loyal Order of Moose Lodge No. 
• ,820, Terrace, B.C. Meeting 
~eld every 2nd and 4th 
'Thursday every month at 8 p.m. 
'Phone 635.6641. (cff) 
INCHESAWAY 
CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
In the Skeena Health Unit. For 
more information phone 635. 
2847 or635-3023. 
on remodell ing, TE I | |EE  estimates 
roofing, porches, siding, 
painting, spraytex calling. ~1 r~l~l~l~l~/T l~ ~tlrl ~ 
Phone 635.4094 
Ask for John after 6 p.m. (ctf) 
'A~-I'iE , LE /~R I C LTD.: ~ t ~T l l  E t 
Class A Electrlcal Con- ~ L IM I t | I )  
tracting. Free Estimates. 
Phone 63S.SS76 or 638.123t; (ctf) ~ l  Autn.rlz.d O.~lar For- 
16. Lost r :  ~- - ]  
Lost . 1 puke shell necklace, a r  AUthsoles &°rizedservlce [ ~)le"jl'~ 
about 2 weeks age. Please su~r j  
phone 635-4856 or.635-3024. (P. 
is, 16, 17) 635;6384 453 ' " " '  , Terrace 
19. Help Wanted 
~I'A-X-fbR iV E RS 
Full time, part time. Class 4 
Ilcence and pol ice pePmit 
required. Contact manager, 
Terrar~. Taxi - 635.2242. (cir. 
School District 
No. 92 (N Is~a)  
School District No. 92 (Nlshga) 
requires a generel Malntonance 
Superlntondent o work with 
and train Native Nlshge people 
In theoperatlon and main. 
hmance of schools, teachers 
housing and student group 
homes situated et Aiyansh, 
Greanville and Klnooiith In the 
Nan River Veliey ap. 
proximately 60 miles north of 
Terrace B.C. 
The Job encompases the 
following scope of work: 
malntonance of buildings, 
cervices, equipment and 
ALCOHOLICS grounds. 
ANONYMOUS . development and Im- 
Mohdav, Thefts.; Saturday', .~l)lemer~etion fe "preventative 
phBne . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  rh'eintenance" and *'on "'ef- 
638-~021 flciency of operation" program. 
63S-7423 .supervision of lanltorlai per. 
sonnel and tholr work I~¢ludlng 
Sat..  June 25.11:30 p.m. at the ordering and dlstrU~tlon of 
Sandman Inn . a dance, supplies, clennlng a~: i  and 
Six~sored by the NUnus One equipment. . -  
5oclal Club - for single adults . management and placement 
over 21. Refreshmenh and bar or redistribution, as required by 
service. Good music • old and staff changes, all furnlshinge 
new members welcomed. (638- and household effects in 
8294) (635-5359) teachers housing unite. 
B.C. Heart Foundation In 
Memorial Donations may be 




Are you making your own life 
and your children's miserable? 
P.I.C.'s goal Is to help you 
become the loving construdlve 
parent you really want to be. 
All enquiries absolutely 
confidential. Phone Mary or 
John • 635-4419 or Jane 635. 
,1607. (ctf) 
Kermode Four .Wlheelers 
Meetings Ist Wednesday of each 
month at 8 p.m. In the meeting 
room at the Sandman Inn. For 
further Information phone 635- 
34n. 
Meeting -- Terrace B.P.O.E. 
(Elks Lodge). First and Third 
Thursday of month. O.ChR.P. 
(Ladies of the Royal Purpie). 
Second and Fourth Monday of 
14. Business Personal 
Instant Printing 
Plain paper at 10 cents 
per .copy. 
Totem Press & Stationery 
4250 A Lakelse Avenue 
.L=ttone 635-7412 
Webb Ref r igerat ion  
4623 SOUCIE 638,2188 
e 
• asseament, development and 
administering of budget funding 
for: 
(a) malntenence personnel 
end supplies 
(b) lanlterlal personnel and 
suppllea 
(c) minor capital expense 
prolecte 
The Maintenance "Superin. 
tmldent will be employed by 
School District No. 92 and its 
elected Board of Trustees. He 
sbail report, directly to the, 
Secretary.Treasurer. Salary 
wil l  be In the area of $18,000. 
$20,000 annual basic with 
benefits, accomodatlon and 
veblcle allowencea negotiable. 
Experience and successful past 
performance In similar fields of 
work described wi l l  be a 
requirement for applicants to 
this lob. 
Pieasa reply with full resume 
to: 
,Mr. John G. McMynn C.A. 
Secretery-Treesurer 
School District No. 92 
(Nlghga) 
4548 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
VeG 1P8 





Northwest College requires 
Instructors for the following 
Night School Programmes st 
the Terrace Campus In 
September, 1977. 
Blueprint Reading for 
Carpentry 
Basic House Fremlng 
Automotive Electrical 
Tune.Up 





Persons Interested in teaching 
any of these Night School 
Courses are invited to cootacf 
Mr. Dick Kilborn or Mr. Fred 
Wilson at 635.6511 or write to: 
Northwest Community 
College 
P.O. Box 726 
Terrace, B.C. 
VeG 4C2 (c.18) 
Authorized 
Service Depot 
Rer ,its to Refrigerators 
Fro, arE, Washers, Dryers, 
And Ranges 
gerative Contracting and 
ahold repairs. ~' Pho.ne 635. 
or 638-1231. (ctf) 
(ILGREN EXCAVATING 
all cat work, 420JD. 'Land. 
,ping, backfil l ing, stump 
~oval, c lear ing.  Truck, 
,~d~m axle. Hyab 17' Flat. 
¢~.*~;. ~ '  t~ndem axle tl'ailer. 
~,; ....... :,Y.:.,~9. Ask for Wayne. 
( :, 
L m.  
33. For  Sale - Misc.  
For sale 12x36 Ioey shack. Open 
to offer. Completely finished. 
phone evenings 635-7901. (P. 
22.) 
For sale or 'rent. Concrete 
forms build your own 
basement and save. Assorted 
blocking 8"x12" in 8 ft., 10 ft., 12 
ft. lengths. Phone 635.3745. (p. 
19) 
For sale 10 HP Suzuki 
snowblower. Like new . $450. 
Gas lawn mower, S50. Phone 
635-3745. (p-19) 
For Sale: NCR Cash Register, 
8 department totat, :econ. 
dltloned, very reliable type of 
machine. Winterland General 
Store, 3210 Kalum St. Terra~e~ 
635.4636. (ctf) 
2" Relect lumber. $20 per 
thousand board ft. only. Price 
Skeana Forest Products. (ctf) 
~r  Sa'leFPanklln fire place; II'ke 
new- S150.00 
Bunk bed & mattress - $30.00 
Frldge (available June 30) • 
$1so.0o 
phone 635.7996 after 5:00 p.m. 
(P • 16) 
For Sale one oll furnace and 
ene40gai hot water tank. Phone 
638-5490. (c-16) 
For sale; une stove. Good 
condition. Phone 635-5365 after 
6. (ctf) 
1946 Ercoupe 2 place airplane. 
Purchase outright or 50 percent 
share. Phone 635.4328 
(CTF, M.F.) 
For sale camper and propane 
stove. 635.5859. (P -18)  
? 
For some real bargains In used 
women's and children's 
clothing, household items and 
toys see the selection at the 
KItlmat Workshop at 660 W. 
Columbia St. at RIverlodge. 
Open 9 to 4 week- 
days...donations welcomed. 
(ctf) 
For sale, weaner pigs. 635- 
2603. (ntf) 
For sale matching brown sofa 
and chair. Asking $125.00. 4.6. 
6015" Goodyear Tires en 4 
chrom 9 reverse che;~ rims. 
Asking $250. Call 638.1651 
anytime. 
(P .  6, 17) 
SELL ING 
Hay - -  St raw 
Western & 
Eng l i sh  Tack  
Grooming  Equ ipment  
635-5617 
(ctf 
Garrarp automatic' turntable 
with shore cart $50.00. Rockwell 
1V= HP Industrial router like 
new, best offer. 
16'w x 32'1 x 10'h tent 
complete with mosquito screen 
all around and liner for winter 
months. Has holes and 
insulation for 2 wood stoves, is 
In excellent condition. Best 
ffer. Phone 635.3172 after 3:30 
~m. (0-11~1 
J • 
Flowering almonds, flowering 
crabs ready to bloom, lilacs, 
fruit trees & berry bushes, a 
broad selection of flowering & 
ornamental frees, shrubs & 
evergreens particularly suited 
for our northern climate. 
UPLANDS NURSERY"  
where you'll find The Beauty 
of Nature for your Home." 
Corner o1 Halliwell & Kalum 
Lake Drive in Terrace, open 
10 a.m. to 7 p.m. Mon. to Sat., 
Closed Sundays. 635.2603. 
Mazda or Courier engine or 
truck of same with good engine, In Thornhlll, 2 bedroom suite, 
635-2603. (ctf) frldge and stove Included. No 
Acreage Wanted. Enquiries to 
Box 1158, this paper. (P,.16, 17, 
is) 
Wanted; Tent that sleeps 4 to 
6 peoplv. Also camplqg 
equipment all In good condlton. 
phone 635.9323. (eft) 
39. Boats & Engines 
For sale 14' fibi'eglasa over 
plywood boat, plus trailer and 
9.5 H.P. outboard. $395. Phone 
635-6075 after 6. (P - 15, 16, 17, 
18.) 
For sale 17' 1974 Glastron with 
pets. phone 635-6668. (P- 16, 10, 
19, 21, 1) 
49. Homes for Sale 
bedroom .~)me on quiet 4 
street neqr., schools. 
LM ngroom,.din.lq~ and kltd0en, 
2 baths, fa~l.lyro0m, carport, 
landscaped. ~ yard and 
storage sh~l.~,', k~3896. (p- 
18,20,2,4,6,8,i0~ 1,~1~i/6) 
, , -  , L . . .~  
Large unfinli~.*id .exstenslon 
added to thle h'cN .1~'; situated on 
well treed one'a~i'e iot. Country 
area, close to tov~n. Phone 635. 
7586. (P .  15) 
85 HP Mercury outboard ,  Near new 4 bedroom home on 
trailer and accessories. Phone quiet street. Wall to wall 
638.1879. (p-18) carpeting. Frldge, stove, deep 
1972 Mercury electi¢, start 
outboard. Very few hours. 
phone635-3574. (P .  16) 
For Sale 
19ft. plywood flbreglass cabin 
cruiser with "C"  II¢lonce. 
,10ft. new displacement wooden 
boet. ~nslde SO per cent finish. 
Diesel with V-drive not Installed 
yet. 45 cellon flberglassres In 
and 200 yard fiber math. Phone 
635-6700. ( P 16) 
48. Suites for  Rent 
Suites for rent: 
Available July 1st, small 
centrally located apartment, 
self contained, suitable for 
singles, phone 635.2.4.25 
anytrme; (C-'15,'16, 17, 18".) 
2 bedroom apt. for rent. Fridge 
and stove. S125 per month. 
Weaterhof Apartments. Nelson 
Road. New Remo. 635-6904. (P 
• 15, 16.) 
For rent: Duplex, ful l  
basement, carport, frldge end 
stove, close to town end schools. 
freeze and drapes. Further 
Information phone 635.6451. (c. 
14,15,16,17,18) 
Large fenced yard beck and 
front with fruit trees. Private 
sidewalk. Garage. Newly 
redecorated 2 bedroom house. 
Moving and must sell. Good buy 
at $20,500. Phone 635.2743. (c. 
16) 
2 bedroom house with large 
fenced yard back and front with 
fruit trees. Newly redecorated.- 
Pr ivate sidewalk.garage. 
Moving end must sell. Good buy 
at $20,58o. Phone 635.2743 after 6 
xn. (c-16) 
BY OWN ER 
A unique home with stained 
glass windows, 3 bedrooms, a 
finished basement, with wet 
bar, 2 natural stone fireplaces, 






Available July 1. Phone Must sell, owner transfored. 
anytime 635.5233. (C - 15, 16.) bdrms up, 1 Ixirm. down. 1050 
sq. ft. 75 x 120' landscaped 10t. 
Large 3 bedroom duplex plus Immaculate condition. 635. 
family room; good location; 9794. (C. 18) 
close to schools; reasonable 
rent; available Immediately. 
phone 635.3817 after 5. (cff) 
HiLLSID]E LODGE 
4450 I.ittie Avenue 
Sleqplng rooms, housekeeping 
units, centrally located. Fully 
furnished. Reasonable rates by 
day or week. Non.drinkers onlY'. 
Phone 635.6611. (cff) 
I I I I  
Suites for Rent 
Keystone  Cour~ 
Apar tments .  Off ice No. 
2-4611 Scoff. One, two  
and three  bedroom 
apartments .  
635-5224 
For rant: 3 bedroom unit. Close 
to town, school and hospital. 
Available July 5. View at 2713 
Hall. (p 15, 16) 
Clinton Manor 
Furnished or unfurnished studh 
or 1 bedroom apartments. 




3 bedroom Row Housing Suites. 
Full basement, 1V= baths, half 
block from schools, 5 minute 
walk from town..Sultable for 
families. $250 per month. 6- 
month lease. Apply Suite 108 - 
4530 Scott. (ctf) 
I ' II 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
4931 Walsh Avenue 
Suite 113 
Ter race ,  B.C. 
635.7056 
New 1, 2 and 3 bedroom suites 
for rent. Fridge, stove, 
drapes, carpet, rec area, 
sauna .~nd pool table, with~ 
security enterphone and 
elevator. Absolutely no pets. 
(ctf) 
FOR SALE: 
3 bedroom modular' home, 





(ctf. Ju, Jul) 
For sale 3 bedroom house, 2 
basement suites, reasonatoly 
priced. Phone635-2153. (p-18) 
Older 1200 sq. ft. split.level/~ 3
bdrm. home for sale. Nelson 
Road, New Remo, Needs minor 
repairs. Ideal. starter hon;e. 
Owner eager to ~11. Make an, 
offer. Will accept lot er mobile • 
borne on trade., Call: 112-562.6651 
or 635.7353 to view. [ctf) 
THE ANSWERTOTHE 
HIGH COST OFHOUSING 
A beaut'lful Domfab home, 
cemplstely packaged for $16,000 
delivered 1o your lot (assembly 
optlonel). Exclusive Colorflt 
System. These luxurious homes 
Include solid oak kitchens, wall; 
to-well cerpet~, sliding patio/ 
doors, mahogany Interior trim. 
Outstanding architecture. 
savings end features that will 
delight you. Standards far 
exceed minimum CMHC and 
NHA requirements. A 
reasonable lot available for 
$9,500 In the Thornhlll area. 
sand two dollars for eur colour 
brochure. 
Ed Carder, Authorized 
Dealer 




TIRED OF I~AYING RENT 
For a very small downpayment 
you could own an attractive, 
well kept condominium. Ideally 
located close to schools end 
shopping. Many extra features 
have been added since the 
original purchase. For further 
Information phone 635.5269, 
after 5 end weekends. All 
Inquiries and offers welcome. 
*(P - IS) 
8rancknew 3 bedroom home, 
attractively decorated. 
Bedrooms, living room and 
hallway wall to wall carpeted. 
Natural gas heating. Full 
basement ~ partially flniehed. 
Phone 635-7357. (C - 15, 16, 18, ) 
Family home r.~ one acre on 
bench boast~ 1800 sq. ft. of 
comfortable living. 3 bedrooms, 
2 bathrooms, rec room, 
f i rep lace ,  landscap ing ,  
workshop and much more. Try 
your offer. 638.1790..(cff) 
51. Business Locations 
OFFICE SPACE 
FOR LEASE 
800 sq. ft. downtown Terrace. 




52. Wanted to  Rent 
Wanted to rent immediately; 
a 4 bedroom house with some 
acreage, fireplace, gara0e, 
shower, preferably with a 
washer and dryer hook.up.. Will 
give references. Please phone 
635.6357 and leave name and 
number. (stf) 
56. Business Opportuni ty  
Buzz.a-Bottle Beverage 
delivery service. Well 
eatabHshed interior B.C. 4 cars  
ell radio controlled..For more 
Information write KN 420, 309 
T.ranqullle Road, Kamloops, 
B.C. V2B 3G5. 
57. Automobi les  
For sale 1971 Ford pick.up end 
1971 Pentlac, v.g, auto tran. 
smlealoo. Phooe635.9746. (C- 
21) 
Consign your car, trUCK or 





DL 00605A ctf 
Must sell '72 International 
Travelall. Excellent condition. 
New brakes, A.C., dual tanks, 
$1580 or best offer. Phone 635. 
2485 after 6. (C - 15, 16, 17, 18.) 
1961 Peugeot automobile. Good 
running condition and tires. 35 
mllespergelion. S308. 635-3745. 
(P - 16, 21, 3.) 
As is, where is . 1. 1970 Ford 
Eoonollne. 300 Van. May be 
viewed S. 12 and I - S, Monday to 
Friday at Slade and Stewart 
Ltd., 4423 Railway, Terrace. 
Offers made within. Hlgheat 
offer not necessary accepted. 
(C 15, 16, 17.) 
For Sale 1971 Econoline Van. 
E200. V.8 Auto. Good condition. 
Best offer. Phone 635-7672. (¢. 
18) 
1974 Blazer, 44,000 miles. 
$4200.00. Phone Bill at 635.4390 
after 5 pro. (c.14,15,16,17,18) 
Going South? Enjoy air- 
conditioning. 1975 Chevelle 
Mallbu C!asslc. 18,000 miles. 
Phone 63S-4384. (ctf) 
lransfers - Plates • Sales Tax. 
~)ee Wightman & Smith 
AUTOPLAN agent. 4611 
Lakelse Ave. Terrace. Dpen 
Saturday. (ctff). 
1972 Toyota Celica; 4 speed; 
power assisted brakes; radio; 
tach; good clean condlton;, 
$1650, or offers. Ph. 635.3470. 
(ctf) 
1974 Blazer, 350 four speed, P5. 
PB. 4 x 4 fully serviced. A1 
running order, ~,608.00 Phone 
evenings only 638.1733. ( P - 18.) 
1973 Ford crew cab. 1973 Ford 
3 ton pick-up, 1970 Ford f.100. 
1972 Datsun pick-up. Call 635- 
6636 or view at 2609 skeena St. 
(cff) 
For sale 1968 Ford Station 
wagon. Good condition $300. 
Phone 635.3148. (c.17) 
57. Automobi les  
1972 Dodge Van, partially 
cempsrlzed. Phone 63S.4238. 
CTF, M.F.) 
Before you buy, investigate 
the edventaaes of this rent to 
own plan. All monies paid 
apply fo purchase. First and 
last too. rent and drive away. 
O.A.C. 
Example - 77 - F250, $125 per 
mo. 
76 
Eoonollne, $114 per mo. 
7?. F l l  i/~ ton, $108 per 
me. 
77 - Cougar, $129 per me. 
Also 70 used care and 
trucks to choose from. 
Coil collect 298.4476, ~ * *~ 
For sale ~T~, ,  ; ~ 
1913 Blazer, K35 , r~,  ~ 
duty equipment, 
model, 27,000 mllm. ~:~I~ 
638-1756. (P16, 17, 11 
58 Mob.e 
For sale. 13 ft. 1975 Tr lp l tE  
trailer. Like new. Hoe ell l l -  
tree. Phone 632.6991 after S pm. 
(p~6) 
12x56 Parkwood, 2 bedroom, 
uti l i ty room dining room 
separate from kitchen, china 
cabinet and buffet, carpet 
throughout. Well kept yard, 
utility shed, most furnlehlngs, 
reasonably priced at $10,500. 
Ideal for young couple or 
retired couple. Phone 635-6820. 
Sat-up and skirted In Terrace 
Trailer Court. (c.16) 
90' x 180' lot, 12' x 60' trailer, 
10' x 16' Joey Sahck, has24' x 44' 
shop, cement floor, 12' x 24' 
lean.to on rear of shop. One 
block from golf course. Call 635- 
7889. (p.14,15,16,17,18) 
12 x 68 Elmonte. 3 bedroom, 
separate util ity room. Set up in 
local trailer court• Moving, 
must sell. Make an offer 635- 
5817. (C- lS, 16,17, 18,19, 20, 21, 
22, 1.) 
The Royal 'canadian Mounted 
Police Invite quotations for the 
manufacture,: delivery and 
erection of double wide mobile 
homes of not less than 12411 
gross square feet and not more 
titan 1440 gross square feet at: 
Wells, B.C. one 
Grenlsle, B.C. one 
Toting, B.C. two 
Specifications may be oMeined 
from: 
Co "E"  division, R.C.M. Police, 






Tenders must be received by 
4:30p.m. Friday, July 29, 1971. 
(C - 18) 
For seie 12x66 3 bedi'oom 1975 
Glendale Elmonfo trailer sat up 
in Timberland Trailer Park 
with 2 Ioey shacks and oovered 
patio unfurnished, will fwnhlh.lf 
desired. Phone 635-7145. ~ (c.19_)) 
66. Rec. Vehic les ' .  j 
1971 Voikswagon Comper, 
new tires, shocks, carpets, 
Insulated, propane, • low 
mileage, excellent condition, 
must sell. Phone 632.4477 after 5 
p.m. (p.17) 
For  sale: 1976 Dkan.eg0n 
Camper and 1974 Chev P.U with 
454 CiD engine. "must be's.oid 
as one unlt." Reduced for qu.lck 
sale. Very clean & well .~oked 
after. Can be viewed at 2801 
cromer St. after 6 pm. (ctf) 
"1971 - 27ft. Empress Motor 
Home. Equipped for large 
young family. 
• full bathroom 
• washer & dryer 
- 4,000 watt generator 
• air conditioner 
.413 cu. In. Dodge motor and 
chassis 
First offer of $19,000 orciolent 
offer es of June 23, 1971. Call 




WASHINGTON (CP)---  
U.S. and Canadian officials 
confirmed today that the 
U.S. agriculture department 
will soon impose tougher 
restrictions on imports of 
some types of Canadian 
cattle. 
The  action will come 
despite. Canadiaanefforts to 
delay the new regulation8, 
inc lud ing  persona l  
representations being made 
this week by Agriculture 
Minister Eugene Wbelan to 
U.S. Agriculture Secretary 
Bob Borgland. Both 8re 
attending a conference in
Manila. 
The officials, however, 
denied cmargee by Boyd 
Anderson, president of the 
Canadian Cattlemen's 
Association, that the new 
restrictions constitute re- 
taliation for past Canadian 
restrictions. 
Anderson said Monday in 
Swift Current, Sask., that 
the U,S. move is in response 
to Canadian action last year 
requiring U.S. cattle llo pass 
o tests for bluetongue 
disease. 
A U.S. agriculture official 
said the imminent ~nove is 
purely for health reason, 
prevent further import oz 
brucellesis-infeeted eatue 
from Canada..  
The Canadian official 
a~reed with this motive, but 
ded there has been no 
~ ronf that Canadian catUe ve contributed' .to 8 
brucellosis outbreak now 
hitting herds in New York 
state. 
MAY REQUIRE TESTS 
.Anderson, p~:~hat  
the U.S. r~&,ulatiG~  
require all imports ~ of 
Canadian purebred and 
breeding cattle to have two 
tests for brucellosis. 
Slaughter cows and steers 
would not be affected. 
The.U.S. official said that 
is roughly what the Un/ted 
States planned to do with 
regulations that were to be 
issued last week but which 
are being reviewed and may 
be revised. ' 
The U.S. move is expaeted 
to prompt some suspicion in 
the Prairies, where 
cattlemen remember 
widespread calls from their 
U.S. neighbors last year zor 
retaliatory health require- 
ments. 
66. Rec. Vehic les 
Travel trailer, 18' sloops elx 
adults; ful ly equipped, ex. 
collent condition. Phone 638- 
1253. (P- 16, 17, 18) 
68. Legal 
Tenders call for School 
District No. 92. Nlshga proposed 
Renovations to Board Office, 
New Alyansh B.C. 
General tenders are 
requested from contractors for 
renovations and alternation to 
the exlstlng old two class dsy 
roomsi Teit Street, New 
Alyensh. 
Plans available @t School 
District No. 92 offices, 4548 
Lakelse, Terrace, B.C. Phone 
635-9101. 
Bldders shall submit sealed 
tenders by Tuesday June 28, 
1977. To: 
John G Mc/~ymne 
Sec. Treasurer 




$$$ SAVE THOUSANDS $$S 




These homes may be v iewed at the Greenacres 
Mob i le  Home Park In Terrace• 
635.2482 
For par t i cu la rs  cal l :  
Don Purd le  col lect 
at 562.4341 
in Pr ince George 
COMMONWEALTH MOBILE HOMES 
Box 77 
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FEAR OF SiyAKES IS OPHIDIOPHOBIA 
Are. you lazy or are you ergasioph'o-bic? 
sun itself--a problem known 
as heliophobia. Fears range 
.from a dread of snakes KNOWN FOR CENTURIES 
LONDON (Reuter) -- hearts of men and women, this particular fear is not SOME HOUSEBOUND 
• Afraid to work this in many oases crippling among the 241 phobias con- But apart from a chapter 
their lives, tainedin the book, it is car- on such bizarre fears, Miss morning? You aren't 
necessarily lazy. You may Broadly, phobias fall into tainiy no odder than some of Melville concentrates 
he suffering from ergasio- three categories: fear of a the irrational terrors 
phobia--literally a morbid specific object, such as cats.  described by patients to 
fear of work. or spiders; fear of a specific doctors and psychiatrists. 
People can have fears, situation, such as a crowded There is, for example, the 
about almost anything place, a restaurant or an fear of sacred things (hior- 
under the sun, includmg the airplane, and fear of a 
specific illness or of death 
itself. 
Phobias are not new. In 
the 17th century, the English 
poet John Milton" wrote of 
these who cannot escape the 
fear of death: "They live a 
life half death, a living 
death." 
American humorist  
Robert Benchley once 
confessed to suffering from 
"kneebophobia," a fear of 
the knees suddenly bending 
the wrong way. Although 
ophobia); of home 
surroundings (ecophobia); 
of oneself (autophobia); 
even of beards (p0- 
gonophobia) and making 
physical love (eretophobia). 
Sir Richard Burton, the 
18thcentury  Eng l i sh  
explorer and orientalist who 
translated the Arabian 
Nights, had an irrational 
dread of honey. In his bi- 
ography, his wife said he 
couldnot sit in a room with 
honey and knew even if it 
was kept in a secret drawer 
or cupboard. 
(opkidiophobia) and spiders 
(arachnophobia) to an in- 
nocent piece of string 
(linonophobia). 
Sheer panic is present in 
the lives of more than four 
million phobics in Britain 
alone. In  a new book, 
Phobias and Obsessions, 
Joy Melville provides an 
astonishing list of seemingly 
ordinary situations that 
can strike terror into the 
malnlyon the more common 
phobias such as heights, 
flying and.agoraphobia, the 
fear of leaving the safety of 
the home. 
There are. some 300,e00 
agoraphobes in Britain, 
many  complete ly  
houseboand and unable to 
hold down a job, others re- 
duced to shaking, nervous 
jelly when.they have to 
tackle such simple tasks as 
shopping, travelling by 
public transport or crossing 
busy streets. '
The author lets the words 
of a woman agoraphobe t ll 
of the kind of pamc attacks 
and their alarming 
symptoms, which make the 
victim fear he or she is 
having a heart attack or 
worse, going mad: 
"I remember walking up 
our street, the moon was 
shining and suddenly 
everyth ing  seemed 
unfamiliar, as it would in a 
dream: I felt totally unreal. 
... I almost stopped two 
people to ask if they could 
see me--wan I really there? 
"I was sweating, 
trembling, my heart was 
pounding and my legs felt 
like jelly. I felt I couldgo no 
further, as if another step 
would take me over into 
some dark pit." 
"I was sure I was going to 
die. I was certainly very 
close to fainting and the 
panic was uncontrollable." 
Following this attack, the 
woman was unable to leave 
her home alone. 
FRIENDS AMUSED Fears of a Sl~Clfic ~ object 
There is a general lack of are often related to an 
unders tand ing  about  earlier frightening incident. 
phobias by many doctors For  example, a child, 
and also by friends and already nervous about dogs 
relatives of ~ phobics, the may be bitten by one, 
author writes. Friends react causing the fear to develop 
to phobias with amusemellt into a phobia. 
or frank disbelief and Fears of a definite 
relatives, who see more of situation can also relate to a 
the effects, are puzzled and frightening incident. A fear 
irritated, of being in an elevator may 
A marriage in particular be due to having oecn 
can be put under" great trap _pad in one, or having 
strain, especially in the case been locked in a room. 
of agoraphobia, when one REASONS COMPLEX 
partner's fear of going out But social phobics, with 
can jeopardize the whole their fear of social 
relationship. s i tuat ions ,  and  
The causes of phobias agoraphobics, with their 
differ but they often follow a dread of going out into the 
shock, such as the death of a street, have more complex 
reasons, connected with close relative, an operation, 
illness or change of anxiety, for their phobias. 
l i festyle-- l ike gett ing Miss Melville lists the 
married or having a baby. main techniques used "to 
treat these illnesses. They 
include: 
Desensit izat ion:  the 
patient is relax~i and then, 
over a series of sessions 
with a psychiatrist or- 
psychologist, l~ asked to 
imagine what he fears in an" 
ever-increasing gradient. 
Flooding: the patient is 
confronted with the phobic 
object, without escaPe, until 
he becomes used to it. 
Group therap :: patients 
talk out their'fears and 
problems. 
Miss Melville ends on a 
sombre note. Tb; number of 
phobics is :~pparently 
growing becaust as phobias 
are more widel) discussedn 
more people admit to 
suffering from them, and. 
also because general living 
stress is on the increase. 
Kenny Stockton (direct from Nashville) 
will supply music at RIverlodge Thursday 
June 30 during the Dominion Day barn 
dance in Kitimat. Also included in the 
orogram is the Kitimuts Citizen of the Year 
award and the Kitimat Queen Pageant. 
Tickets available at A! Crozler's Mens 
Wear, Sight and Sound, Atom Motors or 
any member of the city merchants fasthaH 
club. 
COMMONS DEBATE 
PRO VlNClAL A C T 
• ard-core del inquents 
may end up in prisons 
VICTORIA (CP) - -  The 
Br i t i sh  Co lumbia  
government .introduced 
legislation Tuesday to. 
change the Corrections Act 
and permit the jailing of 
hard -core  juven i le  
offenders. " 
Attorney-General Garde 
Gardom said the 
Corrections Amendment 
Act would permit the 
government to establish 
youth containment centres 
and permit the judges to 
sentence  youngsters  
directly to these facilities, 
He said the containment 
centres form only a minor 
part of a comprehensive 
program which the 
commission of corrections 
set up to handle juvenile 
delin~ents. 
Gardom skid no" cltild 
under the age of 14 could be 
jailed. Offenders over 14 
could be jailed a maximum 
of two years, and only for 
"offences for which an adult 
would be liable to 
imprisonment for more than 
tWO years." 
Gardom said judges had 
not been permitted to jail 
youthful offande~s since the 
repeal in 1969 of the 
Training School Act. 
PROGRAMS DEVELOPED 
Since then, "an increasing 
number of community- 
RCMP hid the evidence 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Former ' Broadbent's comment there was clearly "a "I think that has beeneon- 
solicitor-general Jean- came after Goyer rose on a conspiracy" on the part of firmed in the. minister's 
Pierre Goyer may have question of privilege to . the RCMP not to inform statement." 
been negligent but senior reiterate that he had not Goyer. • 
RCMP officials were been told by W.L. Higgitt, ' 'OppnsitionMl~shavebeen 
"cloorly"nin conspiracy to former RCMP commie-. If Higgitt and Starnes had badgering the govermnent 
keep him in the dark about sioner, or John Starnes, not brought.  RCMP for details of the 1972 raid 
RCMP participation .~ an former RCMP security involvement, to Goyer's s ince last Friday; when 
illega~ 1972 raidin Monwem, service director, that the attention at a meeting Nov. three policemen-one an 
• New Democratic Party RCMP were involvedin the/ 6, 1972, they had negiected ROMP officer-- were given 
Leader Ed Broadbent said raid. " ' the i r  respons ib l i ty ,  an absolute discharge after 
in the Commons Tuesday. The NDP leader said Broadbent said. . pleading uilty to the crime. 
Man in the news [ Goyer trusts his competence 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Jean- He refused Monday to say connection with dredging During his fiv~ years in 
PierreGoyer has been at the more, relying on a contracts, touched Goyer in the cabinet, Goyer also 
centre of a series of political Commons rule that allows much the same way as the became embroiled in .the 
storms since he  was first ministers to answer only c u r r e n t b r e a k i n controversy that preceded 
appointed to Prime Minister those questions that 'affect controversy, the purchase of Lockheed 
'I~udeau's cabinet in 1970. their current portfolios. Members of the Montreal OrienPatrol planes at a time 
'But despite his propensity In the House, opposition news agency said they told when ~l.e .ai~lane.com~...a~y 
for Jumping from frying MPs attacked his honor and Gover by telearam in wa~ mvmwu m u wurmwzu= 
" " kick back scandal paus into fires, the45-year- accused him of being October, 1972, that an " • 
old Liberal MP from the. "gutless" because he. RCMP officer had been He was solicitor-general 
Quebec riding of Dollard is refused to answer questions, involved in the hreak-in at when convicted wife-killar 
said by aides to feel he is a Trudsau, an old friend, and the agency. Goyor, on the Yves Geoffrey was granted 
competent minister and Solicitor-General Francis advice of the RCMP, did not an uneseortod leave to get 
worthy of a promotion in Fox answered questions on reply to the telegram and married. Geoffrey escaped 
Trudeau's next cabinet his behalf. 'rrudeau told the Commons with his new bride to SPain, 
shuffle. • The latest controversy Goyer's silence enraged Monday that Goyei" did not where he was npprshended 
surrounding the 12-year the opposition and Ray know the national police on his honeymoon. 
force was involved Last ear, Go er was Commons veteran involves Hnatyshyn (PC--Saskatoon- . • y 
a 1972 police break-in at Biggar) urged him to In the Commons Monday, questioned in the ~mmons 
l'Agence de Presse Libre du resign, citing the minister's he refused to accept for taking a lady friend to a 
.~.. ebec (.APLQ), a left-wing involvement "in three suc- opposition i vitations to rise sunny resort spot on a free 
Montrealnews agency while cessive scandals, namely after question period on a Air Canada pass granted 
he was solicitor-ganeral and Hamilton Harbor, tile point of privilege to explain ministers and their escorts. 
Lougheed procurement- his part m the break-in case He has been under 
minister esponsible for the Larry Stopforth affair, and and  answer questions, sporadic Commons attack 
RCMP. 
His only comment to date now the APLQ breakin." Instead, he listened in for circulating a letter m 
has been a terse news SCANDAL SIMILAR ' silence while Trudeau 1971 saying that an extra- 
release saying he would The Hamilton Harbor defended him, and darted p~rliamentary opposition 
resignnif he was guilty nf scandal, involving alleged ~ from the chamber later, existed thathoped to create 
any wrongdoing in the case. bid-rigging and fraud in  refusing to talk to reporters, a revolution. 
based local programs have "However, a need has themselves, orwho are con- 
been developed by continuedtobeidentified for. stnatly before the courts for 
government ministries and specially<lesiguated serious delinquencies." 
private agencies in commu- programs Which may be He said the containment 
nities throughout B.C. which utilized specifically for a factor was geared only for a 
respond to the need for small number of delinquent few youths, who are 
services for children in youths who are either a "constant ly  repeat ing 
conflict with the law." danger to the public or delinquentbohaviour." 
Under the bill, the Growing UeP commissioner of corrections must review the case of 
each youth confined in a 
containment centre and vlolenc determino whether to I n  .n--ooo., .,e,ouO 
MONTREAL (CP) -- 
Admitting that she cannot 
prevent her own three teen- 
age children from hitting 
each other; an American 
sociologist told an in- 
ternational conference here 
Thursday that parents must 
stop turning a blind eye to 
sibling violence. 
In a workshop session of 
an international cunference 
on Violence in the Famll~,, 
Prof. Susan Steinmetz stud 
violence among siblings was 
the most common and 
acooptable form of family 
violence. 
The University of 
Delaware sociologist aid by 
being allowed to hit and 
punch their brothers or 
sisters, children learned 
physical violence was "an 
acceptable way of resolving 
conflict." 
• . Children learned to use 
violence on their siblings by 
rece iv ing  phys ica l  
punishment from their 
parents and watching 
parents hit each el:her, she 
saia. 
She proposed an end to 
physical punishment for 
children and suggested 
parents tell children they do 
not approve of their hitting 
and lfickin~ each other. 
A man m the audience 
who said he had two" girls 
"who fight a little" asked 
the professor,if t was not' 
healthier for children to 
release some of their anger, 
rather than internalizing it. 
"I totally disagree," she 
replied. "I'm not saying you 
should completely cut it out. 
My God I tried it." 
The man said as an only 
child who had been deprived 
of brothers and sisters to 
fight with, he found he could 
not handle "violence very 
well. Several conference 
participa.nts suggested that 
one-child families might be 
the answer to tabling 
violence. 
As long as our Society 
wants  compet i t ion ,  
leadership., getting ahead 
and territorial gain, said 
Prof. Steinmetz, it would he 
very difficult o rear non-ag- 
gressive children. 
She cited a recent 
American study which 
showed that threequarters 
of 1,224 sibling pairs 
between the ages of three 
and 17 admitted to using 
physical violence. The 
violence ranged from 
slapping or shoving to--in a 
small number of cases--ac- 
tually using a knife or gun. 
Boys were more violent 
than girls and the most 
vcolent acts occurred in 
brother-sister disputes, n 
Three percent of 
homicides in the United 
States are sibling 
homicides, she said. 
A British psychiairist in 
the audience said he had 
come across cases of elderly 
people who had been beaten 
by siblings, but added they 
rarely made a formal 
complaint to outside 
authorities. 
or grant a ~ondltional 
release. 
GRANTED RELEASE 
The bill also orders that a 
youth who has served 75 per 
cent of his term shall be 
granted a conditional 
release. 
The attorney-~eneral also 
said that every containment 
centre and remand facility 
will huve to be inspected 
each year by the 
commission of corrections 
and the superintendent of 
child welfare. 
British official 
says Amin is alive 
L,UXEMBOURG (Router) reports of an assassination 
--British Foreign Secretary attempt, Owenreplied. My 
David 0wen said Tuesday information is that he is 
he has information that alive and unharmed." 
President Idi Amin of 
t~ed. l s  alive and 
Owen did not elaborate in 
making the remark in 
answer to questions at a 
news conference following a 
session of European 
Economic Community 
foreign ministers. 
The ministers earlier 
adopted a statement 
condemning the "consistent 
denial of basic human 
rights" in Uganda and an- 
nouncing the EEC will make 
sure it not help re nforce the 
position of Amin's 
government. 
Asked whether he knows 
of Amin's tate of health and 
whereabouts following press 
Radio Uganda reported, 
meanwhile, that Amln had 
met Ugandan delegates who 
had returned home from an 
Or~anization of African 
Umty meeting in Angola. 
The radio, in a' Swahili. 
language bulletin, did not 
say when the mooting took 
place. But it appeared to 
have been later than 
.Saturday, the day Amin 
vanished frompublic view 
amid reports of an assas- 
sination attempt. 
The radio, monitored in 
London, '~ said Uganda's 
delegates who had attended 
the OAU meeting in Luanda 
on Saturday met the 
president soon after their 
return home. 
She's Second To CB 
And Calling '10-33' 
By Abigail Van Buren 
© 197"/by "rne Chlcsgo T,Ibune.N.Y.New$ Synd. Inc. 
DEAR ABBY:. Whoever invented the CB radio sure 
invented a road monster. My husband, a once law.abiding 
citizen, now gets into his car,turns on his CB and starts 
looking around for other CB antennas. He then identifies 
the color and make of the car and asks if they have their 
"ears" on. 
Next he gets a "front door man" and a '~oack door man" 
so he can exceed the speed limit without getting caught by 
a "Smokey" or '°oubble gum machine (police). 
Meanwhile, everybody else with a CB is speeding, 
looking for road buddies and driving with one hand on the 
wheel and the other holding a speaker, t~y the time we ve 
reached our destination I'm exhausted. 
We just returned fzom one of those "fun" week,nds, and 
I am ready for a straitjacket. Four hours over and four 
• hours back with breakers 1to 9, and that's it for me. 
Before my husband get a CB we enjoyed a leisurely 
drive listening to soothing FM music. No more! 
Next time Iql stay home. My handle7 
STEAMED BEAVER 
DEAR BEAVER: Don't sell the CB'ers short. \Yhen you 
need help on the road you ndght have a long wait before a 
Tijuana Taxi (sheriff) or Smokey (police) happen by, but 
those guys in the 18 wheelers (big trucks and trailers) are 
great in a 10-33 (emergency) situation. 
DEAR ABBY: Please settle a debate bet' 'een my 
gentleman friend and me. 
I just turned 28, at which time Jim informed ~e that I
am now an "old maid." 
Jim's definition of an old maid is any woman who is 28 
and single, regardless of whether she has been previously 
married. 
My definition of an old maid is a woman who is 30 and 
has never been married. 
Which of us comes closer to your definition?. 
I am a divorcee, so even though I am unmarried at age 
28, I do not consider myself an old maid. 
Answer in the paper. The loser owes the "vinner a 
dinner. LINDA 
DEAR LINDA:' Jim owes you a dinner. (P.S. The term 
"old maid" went out with the buttonhook, i prefer 
"unclaimed Jewel.") 
DEAR ABBY: You said that most handwritten 
do-it-yourself wills aren't worth the paper they're written 
on. 
As a lawyer I must inform you that this is probably true 
in many instances, but a will that is written, d.~ted ~.d 
signed in the hand of the testator can be written on toilet 
paver, and it's as valid as one drawn up by an attorney. 
ur thermore, inCalifornia holograph (hand-written will) 
is simpler to execute because no wttnesses are required. 
CALIFORNIA LAWYER 
DEAR LAWYER: Judging from my mail, a lot of 
lawyers read my column. I still say in matters having to do 
with law, it's cheaper and wiser in the long run to seek 
advice from a lawyer. 
Everyone hu  a problem. What'syours? For a personal 
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L,A,, Calif. 90069. 
Enclose stamped, ,elf-mldrssJed envelope please.. 
I 
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